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important research conducted by our colleagues, the productivity of our assets and the
In the wake of flat enrollment at the U of M for the past five years, our team launched
an aggressive recruiting campaign, and, as of the first of March, freshman applications to
the U of M are up almost 90 percent over last year at this time, with more than 10,000
applicants for the first time in our history! Transfer applications have likewise increased,
and I am very confident that we will see a significant increase in enrollment at the University in the fall of 2014 and beyond.
Similarly, our team is very focused on student outcomes. We have reorganized our

VICE PRESIDENT OF COMMUNICATIONS,
PUBLIC RELATIONS AND MARKETING
Linda Bonnin

resources to most effectively support our existing students and are helping those who
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mission. With the talent at the University of Memphis, we have an opportunity to solve
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problems in a manner that will create great value for this region and beyond.
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in the Tennessee Board of Regents system, the sixth
largest system of higher education in the nation. TBR is
the governing board for this system, which comprises
six universities, 13 two-year colleges and 27 Colleges
of Applied Technology. The TBR system enrolls more
than 80 percent of all Tennessee students attending
public institutions of higher education.

which will be funded by $40 million of private capital. Our students have voted to assess
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have left the University prior to completion develop strategies to return and to succeed.
We have internally reorganized to focus resources more effectively on our research

We’re investing capital in our facilities. The Park Avenue Campus is being transformed
with the Health Sciences building under construction and state-of-the-art athletic facilities,
fees to construct a state-of-the-art campus recreation center and to build a pedestrian
bridge over the Southern Avenue railroad tracks. Improvements on the perimeter of the
campus, from the University business district to Central Avenue, that are critical to the
U of M brand are also underway.
We’ve grown our regional and community relationships this year. We have expanded
partnerships with key employers and institutions in the region and are well positioned
to meet their future workforce needs as well as to provide research capability to support
their enterprises.
I have been delighted to witness our talented colleagues at the University of Memphis
fully embracing and owning this focus on growth and am confident great days are ahead.
Go Tigers!

R. Brad Martin
Interim President
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New U of M president
to be Fall cover story
At press time, the University of Memphis had
yet to name its 12th president in the 101-year
history of the school. Our Fall 2014 issue of
The University of Memphis Magazine will
feature the new president as its cover story,
so stay tuned.

Anonymous donor funds
study abroad trip to Africa

The U of M’s Herff College of Engineering celebrated
its Golden Jubilee April 11 at the Memphis Botanic
Garden with a variety of events, including a humanoid
robotics demonstration by Department of Engineering
Technology professor Kevin Berisso. Dr. Berisso and
the department will use the robot to teach students
and area teachers about robotics, programming and
problem solving. At the event, Joe Royer (BSCE ‘71, MS
‘75), a professional engineer turned entrepreneur and
founder of Outdoors Inc., was honored as Outstanding
Alumnus. Herff Honor Awards for Distinguished Service
were presented to Ring Companies; Don Colvin,
vice president of properties and facilities for FedEx;
Doug Cook, vice president of operations planning and
engineering for FedEx; and posthumously to Theopolis
Holeman and Edward F. Williams III. Faculty and staff
awards also were presented.
W W W. M E M P H I S . E D U

An anonymous donor is providing funding for 16 University of
Memphis students to participate in the African and African American
Institute study abroad program in Ghana this summer. Along with the U
of M students, six faculty members will travel on the cultural education
trip: Dennis Laumann, Beverly Bond, Beverly Cross, Ladrica Menson-Furr,
Brian Wright and Earnestine Jenkins. There is also a group of six local
high school teachers going.
According to the U of M Study Abroad website, the program is inspired
by the Ethiopian proverb, “Those who learn must teach.” The 16 students
will return to Memphis and teach a group of high school students about
what they learned about Ghana’s culture and deep history.
The donor’s goal was for the U of M students to be able to pay it
forward. “I like that this program engages University faculty, U of M
students, high school teachers and high school students learning and
sharing together,” says Beverly Cross, Moss Chair of Excellence in Urban
Education. “It takes the University beyond the campus.”
“Thanks to this generous donation, finance is not much of an issue for
students who want to travel to Ghana and learn,” says Dennis Laumann,
associate professor of history and director of the program.
LaTerryan James, a senior English and African and African American
Studies major, says being chosen to be a part of this institute is an
experience of a lifetime.
“It would be a great opportunity to help the youth and expand their
perceptions of the world outside of Memphis,” he explains.
Laumann said the trip would be the highlight of a student’s education.
Ghana has strong connections with American history going back to the
Trans-Atlantic Slave Trade.
Laumann is excited that the U of M students will share their
experience with local high school students.
“Hopefully that will enrich the learning of high school students and
inspire them to study abroad when they go to college,” he concludes.
— by Jasmine Morton
SP R I NG 2014
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U of M student entrepreneur
a finalist in elite competition

Nenon named dean
of College of Arts
and Sciences
Dr. Thomas Nenon has been named
dean of the College of Arts and Sciences
at the University of Memphis.
Nenon has served as a professor and
as an administrator at the University since
1985. During that time, he has led the
University’s retention and graduation
efforts, played a vital role in the
University’s acquisition of the Lambuth
Campus, and represented the U of M on
several key Tennessee Board of Regents
initiatives. He recently has been active in
helping create the University’s first “writing
skills center,” which is scheduled to open
later this year and will offer students of all
levels a resource to help them improve
their writing skills.
Nenon has remained active as a
productive scholar and teacher at all levels
in the Department of Philosophy during
his career at the U of M. He has served
in a wide range of full-time administrative
capacities since 1997, including vice
provost for Undergraduate Programs;
vice provost for Assessment, Institutional
Research and Reporting; interim provost;
and most recently as interim dean of the
College of Arts and Sciences.
“We are grateful to retain Dr. Nenon’s
strong and capable leadership in the
College of Arts and Sciences,” says U of M
Provost David Rudd.
4
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As a football player, University of Memphis
MBA student Zach Harrison never made it to
the pros, but an idea he developed because
of a “roadblock” along the way put him in a
playoff-type situation nonetheless.
Harrison was one of the Entrepreneurial
Eight to compete in March in Austin, Texas,
in the finals of the Student Startup Madness
(SSM) tournament, a partner program of South
By Southwest (SXSW) Interactive. Students
pitch their ideas for startup companies to a
judging panel of successful entrepreneurs,
venture capitalists and investors. He did not
win, but says the competition will serve as a
launching pad for future success.
Harrison’s company, DepthChartz, is an
online service for high school and college
athletes. With a highly search-functional
framework, the service provides studentathletes with exposure to college and
professional outlets through video submissions
and validated statistics. DepthChartz also
allows coaches to list and promote their camps
and training services, creating opportunities to
connect to athletes.
A former soccer player from Brookhaven,
Miss., Harrison later switched to football.
Because of his lack of experience, getting
the attention of professional organizations
as a kicker was difficult. After he earned his
undergraduate degree from Samford University,
Harrison produced a kicking tape and sent it to
as many semi-pro organizations as he could.
All responded with invitations to try out, but
then he tore three ligaments in his knee.
Months of rehabilitating his injury gave
Harrison time to contemplate his situation.
“I realized that I had not been limited by my
athletic abilities, but rather by my exposure,”
he says. “I hated the idea that a lack of money
and exposure were my biggest obstacles to
success. From that point forward, I made it my
utmost goal to ensure athletes who possessed
my similar dilemma would not fall victim to the
roadblock I encountered. DepthChartz provides
the level playing field all athletes need.”
Harrison, who began developing his business
model in 2009, has been working with the
Crews Center for Entrepreneurship, part of the
U of M’s FedEx Institute of Technology (FIT),
this year.

Zach Harrison

“Zach’s success in this national competition
is a testament to his hard work and
professionalism,” says Kevin Boggs, interim
executive director of the FIT. “His drive, vision
and execution are what got him to this level.
His success is a clear indicator of the value
of the individual support and mentoring that
he received from the Crews Center and its
director, Mike Hoffmeyer. Through the Crews
Center, the U of M is providing the critical
resources, education and mentoring necessary
for entrepreneurial students and faculty
to transform their ideas and passion into
successful commercial ventures.”
The competition started in November with a
field of 64 college student startup teams. The
other SSM finalists were from Michigan State,
Morehouse College, the University of Southern
California, Seton Hall, Carnegie Mellon,
Rochester Institute of Technology, Syracuse
University and the University of Illinois.
THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

Veterans and active military personnel are
the focus of the National Center for Veterans
Studies, which the U of M recently joined.
(Photo by Rhonda Cosentino)

U of M joins national effort
to combat veteran trauma
The University of Memphis has created
a partnership with the University of Utah to
provide research for the National Center for
Veterans Studies (NCVS). The NCVS, housed
on the Utah campus, was co-founded by U of
M Provost Dr. M. David Rudd while he was a
dean there.
The mission of the NCVS is to research
the challenges veterans face, including posttraumatic stress disorder, and to find ways to
improve their lives.
“I am excited to announce the expansion
of the NCVS to the University of Memphis,
which will greatly enhance the Center’s reach
and capabilities,” says Dr. Craig Bryan, a clinical
psychologist and executive director of the
NCVS. “I look forward to the positive impact
this new partnership will have on our work
with military personnel and veterans across
the country. The locations of our respective
institutions, in particular, will improve our
collaborations with military and veterans’
organizations at the regional and local level.”
W W W. M E M P H I S . E D U

Rudd and Bryan have led several clinical
trials targeting active-duty soldiers at risk for
suicide, with results to be released in the
coming weeks.
Rudd is a proponent of expanding healthcare options to veterans and active military.
Much of his research has been in the area of
post-traumatic stress disorder, looking at ways
to offset a troubling trend.
In 2012, active military suicides reached
an all-time high of 349, with about 950
suicide attempts per month, according to the
Department of Veterans Affairs (VA). Studies
have shown that every 80 minutes, a veteran
commits suicide. Many observers feel the VA
has become overwhelmed with the rapidly
swelling numbers.
“The long wait times are part of the
difficulty,” Rudd says. “Part of what we need is
better access and better availability of health
care outside the traditional system for veterans.
“Given the number of veterans struggling
with psychiatric issues, it is difficult to meet

that demand and to hire enough people
to provide access and availability of care in
areas of the country where we have high-risk
soldiers. Numbers suggest we are not meeting
the demands. We need to look at making
health care more readily available in rural areas
where there are a lot of veterans.”
Rudd says the government needs to
consider partnerships with local community
providers and agencies that provide that type
of flexibility in a more nimble, responsive
health care system.
“In cases where there are suicide risks and
there are significant risks of harm in some way,
what is critical is how responsive, how fast we
can provide care and not delay it,” Rudd says.
“One of the things we know is that when we
delay care to individuals at high risk, that risk
goes up. If we look at some of the tragic loses
that we have experienced, those were people
who were waiting for care.”

SP R I NG 2014
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Watering down a solution
Obtaining clean drinking water is usually as easy as turning on a faucet,
but not if you are in the Third World country of Bolivia. University of
Memphis students are working to change that.
The students and faculty adviser David Arellano, as part of the U of M
chapter of Engineers Without Borders, are working in the community of
Yarvicoya high in the Andes Mountains to first research, and then build a
sustainable water source for personal needs and irrigation of crops. The
group is returning this summer for the ongoing project.
“Yarvicoya is a very poor village that is made up of about 30
indigenous families where the average income is less than $100 per
year,” says local chapter president Sam Jordan, a sophomore U of M civil
engineering student.
The village currently has no potable water distribution system. Jordan
explains that for much of the year, the region is arid and has very few
surface-water resources. He says soil tests indicate the use of wells
would yield very little water and would go dry within a couple of months.
The trip this summer will explore other options.
Jordan says the community uses “essentially a garden hose” that
stretches for four miles between canyons and along dicey terrain for a
small amount of water, but the hose often breaks and needs repairs.
Civil engineering master’s candidate Sarah Girdner’s initial reaction was
that of “culture shock” when she traveled to Yarvicoya last year to work
on the project.
“Many residents have no income,” she says. “The only food they have to
eat is what they grow. The kids often drink from the irrigation ditch and none
of the water is filtered. But if we can supply more irrigation water to them,
they can bring in more income, which will increase their quality of life.”

6
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U of M civil engineering master’s candidate Sarah Girdner researches
potable water alternatives while on a research-based trip to the Bolivian
village of Yarvicoya, located high in the Andes Mountains. The residents
of the village are poor and without clean water options.

The village is in an isolated, desert-like region at an altitude of 13,000
feet. The residents are made up of Quechuas: indigenous ethnic families
known for their colorful traditional costumes that can include a bowler
style hat and hand-woven ponchos.
Arellano, an associate professor of civil engineering, says the biggest
challenge won’t necessarily be installing a sustainable water system, but
gaining the confidence of the people.
Visit sites.google.com/site/uofmewb or www.facebook.com/uofmewb
for details on how to donate. — by Greg Russell

THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

All the
right moves
University of Memphis senior James “Stretch” Gross considers chess a
“beautiful game.” But, it is one that can turn ugly on a dime, too, he says.
“I went to a chess match and a fistfight broke out,” says the special
education major, still bewildered by the incident. “The two players started
yelling over an illegal move one of them did. One thing led to another.
I don’t think anybody got punched in the face, but I know a few body
shots took place and both their shirts were ripped in the end.”
And for those who thought chess was just a thinking person’s game …
Gross is a member of the U of M chess club that was begun in 2010
by another U of M senior, Rafi Chowdhury.
“I wanted to introduce the brilliant game of chess to college students
at the U of M,” says the psychology major. “I saw the potential intellectual
benefits of chess on college students. It involves complex thinking
and learning, both of which I have always been fascinated by. Chess
also routinely taxes the usage of our working memory, in the process
sharpening those areas of the brain.”
Chowdhury says valuable life lessons can be gained from chess.
“You learn to make rational decisions, which are both sound and
accurate simultaneously. In no other game do you see such a direct and
immediate blunder/consequence paradigm as you do in chess. Chess
represents life because it requires one’s usage of patience, emotion
control, discipline, intuition, knowledge, cost-benefit analysis skills and
countless other life-associated constructs.”
The club has blossomed since Chowdhury introduced it to campus,
with 40 to 50 active members. Passion is an emotion that often surfaces
when members discuss the game.
“Everybody loves Bobby Fischer — he has written two or three books
on the game,” says Gross. “I have watched two or three documentaries
on him. He is your chess god, your Pelé of chess. The World Cup of
chess just ended, and Magnus Carlsen was crowned the new world
chess champ. And he just checkmated Bill Gates in 14 seconds.”
Gross, a former U of M soccer player, says that while no fistfights
have broken out on the Memphis campus, there was a recent murder in
Ireland over a match. He says that while that is rare, intimidation isn’t.
“Bobby Fischer used a lot of psychological tools. In one game I was
playing, I went three points up on a fellow and took one of his pieces
that was worth 3 points. He then stuck his feet on top of my feet
underneath the table. I moved my feet back and he put his feet all the
way up on mine. I didn’t know what he was doing. I was playing and all
I could think about was his feet on mine. I kept moving them and then
he took his foot and was touching my leg. He ended up destroying me.
Psychologically he got me — I wasn’t thinking about the game.”
Chowdhury says his aim is to make chess “cool” again. He has opened
the U of M club to the community and says several faculty members
frequently join in. He has brought in top international players and the No.
1-ranked U.S. player, Hikaru Nakamura, and has also combined chess
with events such as swing dancing to open it to a whole new audience.
W W W. M E M P H I S . E D U

U of M senior James Gross, a special education major from Tulsa, Okla.,
contemplates his next move. He is one of about 50 members of a rapidly
growing chess club at the University. (Photo by Rhonda Cosentino)

“The whole goal for me, just as it is for Magnus Carlsen, is to break the
stereotype and make chess the big thing in the world again,” Chowdhury
says. “To do that, you have to make it a cool thing to do. There has to be
an art component to it.”
While it might be an “in” thing to do for Chowdhury, it is also
something he takes seriously. He beat the former No. 5 player in the
world, Leonid Yudasin, in an exhibition match and in 2010 was ranked
among the Top 100 best young chess players in the nation.
For Gross, he says it is possible to create “masterpieces” in chess.
“Bobby Fischer, when you sit down to play chess, you have the same 16
pieces he played with and that he did phenomenal things with. You are
trying to replicate that. Another thing is, you’re never going to be the best
at it. No matter how good you are, there are always going to be people
that started playing when they were 3 years old.”
Visit www.facebook.com/uofmchess for more information.
— by Greg Russell
SP R I NG 2014
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New Veterans Resource
Center offers military
a sense of ‘community’
The recently opened Veterans Resource
Center (VRC) at the University of Memphis
offers veterans and military-related students
a quiet place to study and a good spot to
relax. But that’s not the best thing about the
VRC, according to Thomas Graham, a senior
psychology major and six-year Marine Corps
veteran who is now serving in the Tennessee
National Guard.
“It offers more of a community with other
veterans,” he says. “We roundtable where we
talk about a lot of things. The other day we
were talking about ‘What study tips do you
have? I feel overloaded.’”
Located in the Panhellenic Building, the VRC
offers a new campus space where veterans
and military-related students can relax and
study together. The Center is providing an
expanding variety of services, including seminars
and outreach events for veterans; important
campus and community resource information;
computers and a printer for personal and
academic use; and programs to help the
campus better understand the sacrifices and
challenges of the military student.
“It’s a great place to study and use the
computer. If you go to the UC or the library, you
may not be able to get on a computer,” Graham
says. “It’s also a great place for relaxing.”
But the greatest benefit may be that the
Center creates a sense of community among
veterans, who often mentor and tutor each
other. “We (veterans) don’t have the same
experiences as traditional students. We see
college differently,” Graham explains. “I feel like
I’m not alone here. It’s a great spot for building
this community.”
Joy Stout, director of Adult and Commuter
Student Services, was the catalyst behind the
VRC. “Our goal is to enable veterans to learn
with our assistance, to be successful students
academically and socially, to graduate and
then to obtain meaningful employment in
their chosen profession,” she says. “We are a
University that wants veterans to know that we
appreciate their service to our nation. We are
8
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honored that they have chosen to attend our
University.”
Stout says the new VRC will benefit veterans
and military-related students with a variety of
outreach, campus, community and academic
services.
“As director of Adult and Commuter Student
Services, I have had the privilege to speak with
veterans who have used the services currently
provided for adults and commuter students,” says
Stout. “During our conversations, I learned that
veterans were often uncomfortable using space
that was not specifically designated for them.”
—by Gabrielle Maxey
The U of M’s new Veterans Resource Center,
located in the Panhellenic Building on campus,
provides military veterans and military-related
students a multitude of resources.

Laurie gift a boon to University
Athletic Director Tom Bowen has announced that alumni Bill and Nancy Laurie have
made an extraordinary gift to the University of Memphis.
Their $10 million contribution to the capital campaign for athletic facilities is the single
largest philanthropic gift in the history of the athletic department, and the second largest
gift ever in the 101-year history of the University.
“The University of Memphis and its proud athletics tradition played an extremely important
role in shaping our lives,” said Bill and Nancy Laurie in a statement announcing the donation.
“We are honored and gratified to play a role in support of the institution’s commitment to help
guide current and future student-athletes toward their ultimate goals in life.”
Bill Laurie was the starting point guard on the Memphis State men’s basketball team that
played in the 1973 NCAA National Championship game against UCLA. They are passionate
philanthropists and have given numerous gifts in support of the arts, athletics and education.
“Forty years ago, Bill Laurie played a key role during one of the most significant times in
the history of the University of Memphis as part of Gene Bartow’s Tigers when they played
in the NCAA Division I Basketball National Championship game,” said interim University
President Brad Martin. “The positive impact that team had on our University and our
community has been felt for decades. Forty years later, Bill and Nancy are again playing a
major role in one of the most significant phases of our University’s and community’s growth.
We are deeply grateful for their leadership, loyalty and generosity.”
All capital campaign funds have been dedicated to athletic facilities on the U of M’s Park
Avenue Campus. The plan calls for construction of a men’s basketball practice and training
facility, an indoor football practice complex and a softball clubhouse. It will additionally fund
comprehensive upgrades and renovations to existing facilities.

THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

U of M poet wins major competition
For University of Memphis student Ruth Ann Baumann, the feeling was
of “excitement, confusion and guilt.”
“Just the usual,” she candidly says, and then comes the punch line:
“for a writer.”
Baumann had just won a prestigious Intro Journals Award from the
Association of Writers and Writing Programs organization, which hosted
a national literary competition among 500 university and college writing
programs in the United States. The MFA student in creative writing was
one of eight winners in the poetry category from thousands of student
submissions.
“This is an incredible honor for the department and the University,”
says Baumann’s thesis director, Dr. John Bensko, a U of M English
professor. “There are so many things that make Ruth a strong writer.
She’s remarkably innovative in her imagination and use of language in
ways that make every sentence she writes fascinating.”
Baumann’s poem, “Everything in My Life I’ve Invited,” will be published
in the literary journal Puerto Del Sol. The award-winning work deals with
a one-sided love affair. She says it was inspired by the culmination of
several experiences she had last summer.
“Ostensibly, it was about that impossible feeling of summer, and that
impossible feeling of halfway-requited love. But I think it had more to
do with the realization that whatever love comes into my life is love I’ve
created, and looking inward to figure out why I create particular realities,
rather than at the people who participate in them. That might be a long
way of saying I wrote about how I felt when I woke up one morning and
how I was trying to see spiritual growth in what I felt.”
Baumann says she doesn’t have an exact answer when asked about
her writing style.
“Weird and emotional with a tendency more towards narrative than
I might like to admit? I seem to have an obsession with birds and teeth
and magic that comes through in a lot of poems.
“I try to get inspiration from everyone: the universe provides guidance
whenever we look for it,” she continues. “My ideas come from snippets of
things people say that stick in my mind. Sometimes my roommate inspires
a poem, sometimes my coworker, etc. In terms of poets that inspire me:

Ruth Ann Baumann won a major poetry award for a piece she wrote using
a style that she considers “weird and emotional.”

Wendy Xu, Portia Elan, Abraham Smith and James Tadd Adcox.”
She says she tries to write two or three poems a week.
“Then, every half year or so, seeing what’s emerged and how it can fit
together into a larger work. The poems create the larger work, rather than
are created for it. The initial writing of a poem usually comes in a 10- or
20-minute burst, but then has to be set aside for a few weeks until I can
look at it semi-rationally for editing.”
She has high words of praise for the U of M’s creative writing
department.
“It’s been a gift to be exposed to a diverse group of writers. The
requirement of MFA candidates to take workshops outside of their genre
makes for stronger writers, as it forces us outside our comfort zone, and
as a result, some of the students here are awesome double or triplethreats, genre-wise.” — by Greg Russell

New position elevates role of research on campus
The University of Memphis has named Dr. Andy Meyers interim vice president for Research,
emphasizing the University’s new focus on research.
“This change elevates the role of research, provides a voice at the highest administrative levels and sets the
stage for expanding research support and infrastructure on campus,” says U of M Provost Dr. David Rudd.
Meyers has served the University of Memphis in varied administrative roles over the years, including
chair of the Department of Psychology from 1990-2002, executive director of the FedEx Institute of
Technology from 2004-2005, and most recently as vice provost for Research and executive director of
the University of Memphis Research Foundation.
The U of M has set a goal of $100 million in research expenditures, with annual award-totals fluctuating
for the past several years between $45 and $50 million. The University recently completed a research
capacity analysis that will help guide the expansion of support and infrastructure geared toward growing
research activity, with an emphasis on interdisciplinary efforts.
W W W. M E M P H I S . E D U
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They’ve
got soul
It is safe to say University of Memphis
researcher Charlie Santo has “soul.”
The assistant professor of City and Regional
Planning in the School of Urban Affairs and
Public Policy, and U of M architecture and
planning students are revitalizing Soulsville
USA, a deteriorating historic area of downtown
Memphis, that, in its heyday, was every bit as
influential to the music world as any area of
Los Angeles at the time.
The initiative, known as “Memphis Music
Magnet,” is spurring economic growth in one
of the lowest-income census tracks in the
country. It also exemplifies a core U of M focus
area: using engaged scholarship to build a
stronger Memphis.
“What we are trying to do through various
projects in the Memphis Music Magnet is to
first stabilize the neighborhood and then bring
people back there to it,” Santo says. “One
way we are doing this is by using music as a
magnet, to bring people together who haven’t
been to Soulsville for a long time and bring in
people who have never been there. Ultimately
it will spur economic development in various
ways.”
Before the neighborhood fell on hard times,
Soulsville USA and its Stax Records were
responsible for producing legendary soul and
blues musicians Isaac Hayes, Sam & Dave, Otis
Redding and Rufus and Carla Thomas.
“We are using music and art to tell stories, to
activate spaces, to reclaim vacant buildings and
create interaction and use that as a magnet to
bring people together,” Santo explains.
The idea of using the arts to spur economic
development and stabilize deteriorating
neighborhoods is a relatively new concept,
largely championed by former National
Endowment for the Arts chair Rocco
Landesman five years ago.
As the name implies, the initiative has acted
as a magnet, helping to pump new life into a
once famous community while at the same
time infusing economic development.
Dean Deyo, president of the Memphis
Music Foundation, says creating a “musicians’
village” in Soulsville puts all the ingredients for
10
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Memphis Slim’s house in the Soulsville neighborhood is being redeveloped as part of a unique musical
village in downtown Memphis.

revitalization in one location. “People marvel
that so many of the stars at Stax lived within
blocks of each other,” he says. “In the old
days, the record store in front of Stax was the
catalyst place. People would meet there and
because of that, things would happen.”
A musical village is exactly what Santo
and University of Memphis students have
developed.
“This ‘collaboratory’ is a place where people
can come together and develop ideas,” he
says. “At the heart of it is a training/recording
studio, a place musicians can go if they don’t
have the money to record at a place like
Ardent Studios. The equipment will be run
by somebody learning the industry, a sort of
apprenticeship and a co-op. It will serve as a
workforce development tool.”
The home of soul/blues legend Memphis
Slim is also being redeveloped.
“Community members said the house
has sat vacant for years and felt something
should be done with it, that it could serve as a
focal point of the revitalization and a point of
community pride,” says Santo.
Santo says the initiative’s primary community
partner, Community LIFT, has raised additional
funding and has hired a coordinator to
implement elements of the plan.

The professor teamed with the Memphis
Symphony Orchestra to present six free
concerts in Soulsville last year as a way to put
music at the forefront of the community.
It drew first-time visitors to Soulsville.
“It was pretty cool — every show had a
different audience,” Santo says. “The first
show was called ‘The Memphis Sound.’ It was
Booker T. Jones playing a concert with the
kids from Stax Museum. You had the origin of
Memphis music with the future of Memphis
music.”
Santo says it is important to note that the
redevelopment of Slim’s house and the concert
series were both funded by a $678,000 grant
from ArtPlace America as part of the U of M’s
Strengthening Communities grant funding.
Santo says plans also include a project that
will offer affordable housing with the goal of
again producing a community of musicians
who collaborate while adding stability in terms
of culture, pride and economics to the area.
U of M students developed the “nuts and
bolts” of the Memphis Music Magnet concept,
he says.
Santo says the project is an example of
the University’s engaged scholarship and
community engagement Strengthening
Communities initiative.
THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

SPORTS BITS

From leatherheads to leathernecks
The University of Memphis football team
has undergone changes through the years,
but none more dramatic than during the 1942
season opener. It was a moment that would
shape the lives of a pair of 89-year-olds, Fred
Medling (BS ’50) and Robert Humphreys (’42),
who were freshmen on the team.
With 56 players on the roster, the football
team was the largest in then Memphis State
College’s history up to that point. That was until
Uncle Sam needed soldiers for World War II.
The draft decimated the team.
At halftime of the season opener on Sept.
24, more than half of the remaining team — 22
players — stood on the field at E.H. Crump
Stadium and en masse joined the Marine
Corps Reserve. Humphreys was among the
new inductees.
“The coaches made a deal with the Marine
Corps, and all of us freshmen, we were enlisted
in the Marine Corps Reserve,” he recalls. “They
had a program that we entered into. At the end
of that time, if we passed the test, we would go
into Officer’s Training School.”
All of the freshmen joined, except Medling.
“I knew I was going, period,” Medling says.
“He (Robert) did, too. But I didn’t want to get
in that Marine deal.”
Medling wanted to follow his brother into the
Army, so he waited to be drafted.
The team finished the season with a 2-7
record. It was the last team until the war
ended. Football resumed in 1947. Besides the
continual loss of players, the team struggled
with limited financial and equipment resources
due to the war.
Humphreys and Medling finished the school
year, but soon duty called. Neither ended up in
the military branch they intended. Humphreys
left the reserves and joined the Merchant
Marine. And Medling was spotted by a Navy
recruiter who saw the makings of a sailor.
“He said, ‘Well, what is it about the Navy that
you don’t like?’” Medling says. “And the only
answer that I could give, which I think is the
best answer I ever made in my life, ‘I don’t like
the clothes you wear.’ He hit the stamp and
said, ‘You’re in the Navy.’ So, that ended that.”
Medling was commissioned on the USS
Devilfish, the only submarine known to have
survived a kamikaze attack and was featured
on “Ripley’s Believe It or Not.”
While Medling saw action beneath the
waves in the Pacific, Humphreys watched it on
W W W. M E M P H I S . E D U

Top: Robert Humphreys (left) and Fred Medling stand outside E.H. Crump Stadium, where the 1942
Memphis State football team played its home games. Bottom: The 1942 Memphis football team was
the largest in the school’s history at the time with 56 players. (Top photo by Rhonda Cosentino)

the surface in the Atlantic. He witnessed a twoman submarine ram a nearby Merchant Marine
ship laden with ammunition.
“Right before we got to the White Cliffs
of Dover, seven or eight ships had gone on
through and this ammunition ship was behind
us. And they rose up and hit that ammunition
ship. When the smoke cleared up, there wasn’t
nothing but an oil slick.”
Both men served until the war ended,
and then returned to school. Humphreys
attended the University of Tennessee, but
declined a football offer so he could focus
on his agriculture degree. Medling returned
to Memphis State, where he again played
football and earned a physical education
degree. He soon moved to Collierville where,

coincidentally, Humphreys was already living.
In 1951, the pair reunited as neighbors for the
first time since their playing days. They’ve been
next-door neighbors for more than six decades.
Both have fond memories of their sole
football season together. One of their favorite
war stories is actually a trouncing by the
Baptist-affiliated Union University.
“He got the worst licking in all of football
(by) one of them preacher boys,” Humphreys
says of his former teammate Medling. “He was
a center. He blocked one time, and (a Union
player) reached over and pushed Medling’s
head back and slammed his head right against
his helmet, tore his nose all to pieces.”
“Ah, those were the good old days,” Medling
reflects. — by Sara Hoover
SP R I NG 2014
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The U of M’s men’s tennis team is looking to improve on last year’s Sweet 16 appearance. The squad
will likely be playing in the NCAA tournament for a third-straight year when regional action takes place
May 9-10. (Photo by Joe Murphy)

Net gains
Maybe the best indicator of just how far
the University of Memphis men’s tennis team
has come the past two years occurred earlier
this season in a highly anticipated match that
didn’t end in high fives or national headlines,
but rather a loss. U of M doubles partners Joe
Salisbury and David O’Hare battled arguably the
best doubles team in the history of the game
— the Bryan brothers — tooth and nail before
dropping the contest during the U.S. National
Indoor Tennis Championships at The Racquet
Club of Memphis in February.
“Yeah, we had a great showing and everyone
is complimenting us, but we came away from
that match actually disappointed,” says O’Hare.
“It came down to just a matter of points. We
really felt like, geez, there was not that much
of a difference. If we could have done this and
that, who knows, we could have made it a little
bit closer. To play the best team in the history
of tennis and to come away disappointed, it felt
12
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like we had underachieved. That’s a good sign
for the future.”
Salisbury and O’Hare, both seniors, have
reached as high as No. 3 in the nation at the
collegiate level on a U of M team that has consistently been ranked in the Top 25 this season.
The squad made its first-ever NCAA Sweet Sixteen appearance last year, upsetting No. 7 Ole
Miss in regional play to make it to the round of
16. Memphis eventually lost to Pepperdine, and
picked up several huge accolades, including the
Conference USA Player of the Year award for
junior Connor Glennon.
“To beat Ole Miss last year, that was an
underdog situation,” Glennon says. “When we
actually beat Ole Miss, we felt like we could do
it again. We were disappointed to get beat by
Pepperdine even though they were ranked 10th
or 11th at the time.”
U of M coach Paul Goebel has searched far
and wide the past four years to build a team

that has national title aspirations. Glennon,
Salisbury and senior David O’Leary hail from
England; O’Hare from Ireland; senior Johnny
Grimal from Spain; senior Cedric De Zutter from
Belgium; freshman Louis Asser from Australia;
and the lone American, Ian Chadwell, a senior
transfer from Alabama.
“I think Great Britain is our foothold right
now, but I think we have earned the respect of
a lot of places,” Goebel says. “We recruit the
top Americans and you really have to get some
of the elite players from around the world to
stay at this level. These international players
are really grateful for the experience. We will
continue to have a great mixture from around
the world, including America.”
The Racquet Club, much like FedExForum
for basketball, has been a boon for Goebel in
recruiting, so says O’Hare.
“I think ourselves and maybe UCLA are the
only major schools that have the equivalent
of an ATP 250 or above event (U.S. National
Indoor Championships) on our home court,”
says the Irishman. “It is great for recruiting — it
is what got me here. It is a great experience to
play against guys who are Top 100 in the world.
You can see where you stand.”
During the fall season, Salisbury and O’Hare
won the ITA Ohio Valley Regionals in Knoxville,
defeating the University of Tennessee, the No.
1 ranked doubles team in the country. Salisbury
says the team is even hungrier this spring as it
looks to make a deeper run.
“Obviously we had a lot of great things
happen last year,” says Salisbury. “It was all
very new, the first time winning a match in the
NCAA tournament and getting to the Sweet
Sixteen. Everyone has improved from last year
and we have that experience of already having
been there.”
As a team, Memphis has already beaten No.
18 South Carolina, No. 25 Harvard and No. 11
Ole Miss this spring. NCAA championship action
begins May 18 in Athens, Ga.
“Each year, we have done better,” Glennon
says. “We don’t take anything for granted,
which is Coach’s philosophy. We don’t look at
individual awards. I’d rather see the team finish
Top 10 or Top 5.”
Says O’Hare, “The team is looking in great
shape. We have already beaten a few Top 20
teams and we’ve had some good wins on the
road. We are all getting match fit.
“No one was satisfied from last year. We want
more than the Sweet Sixteen. I mean, who is
going to remember them? We want the national
championship,” O’Hare concludes.
— by Greg Russell
THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

Baseball’s hot start; football
and track in the news
It may only be fitting that University of Memphis catcher Carter White
was named to the 2014 Johnny Bench Award preseason watch list. It was,
after all, the Reds’ Hall of Fame catcher who gave White his start — of sorts.
“He was one of my favorite catchers growing up,” says White. “I got
him on a baseball card when I was little. I asked my dad who that was,
and I have been catching ever since.”
And just like Bench, the junior preseason American Athletic allconference selection is more focused on what goes on behind the plate
than at the plate.
“I have always been able to hit well — that comes natural to me,” says the
Hoover, Ala., native who carries a .327 batting average in college. “I like to
base my playing on how I do on the field and not at the plate. I have more of
an ability to influence a game while catching — I have to make plays.”
It’s no wonder White is up for the award that is annually presented to
the top collegiate catcher: his pedigree speaks for itself. His father played
at Southern Miss and his grandfather was a running back behind Joe
Namath on the University of Alabama’s 1964 NCAA National Champion
football team.
“He took all the speed; that is why I am a catcher,” quips White.
White and a senior-stocked team are reasons why Memphis shot to an
11-1 record — the team’s best start since 1994 — and have players and
coaches talking “NCAA regional” this season.
“Our team is built with pitching, defense and enough experience that
we can be a regional team,” says head coach Daron Schoenrock. “There
are teams just like us that get hot at the right time of the year and end up
in Omaha in the College World Series.”
“Anything less than a regional would be a disappointment,” says senior
second baseman Zach Willis of Bartlett. “We will measure our success by
making postseason.”
Memphis has already beaten Mississippi State and Ole Miss this
season and has an 8-3 record against the SEC the past two years. The
Tigers have defeated the Rebels four of the past five games. NCAA
postseason begins May 30.

The U of M’s baseball team jumped out to an 11-1 record, its best start in
decades. (Photo by Joe Murphy)

FOOTBALL SCHEDULE ANNOUNCED
The last time the U of M football team visited Southern California, it came
away with a shocking 24-10 win over USC in 1991. Memphis is hoping a
return trip to the West Coast will provide an equally fulfilling experience.
A Sept. 6 game against UCLA in the Rose Bowl and a Sept. 27 contest at
regional rival Ole Miss highlight Memphis’ 2014 football schedule.
Memphis opens the season at home Aug. 30 against Austin Peay and
will entertain Middle Tennessee Sept. 20. Other games include: Oct. 4, at
Cincinnati; Oct. 11, vs. Houston; Oct. 25, at SMU; Oct. 31, vs. Tulsa; Nov.
7, at Temple; Nov. 15, at Tulane; Nov. 22, vs. South Florida; and Nov. 29,
vs. UConn.

FINDING THEIR TRACKS
Memphis’ pole vaulting power duo of Pauls Pujats, who finished third
at the NCAA Indoor Championships, and Austin Crenshaw had a 1-2
placing during the AAC indoor championships in New York to highlight
a sprinkling of good individual performances. As a whole, neither the
women’s team nor the men’s team fared well, finishing sixth and fourth
respectively. — by Greg Russell
University of Memphis senior Mark
Sherrod became only the third-ever
Tiger soccer player to be drafted by
Major League Soccer when he was
chosen by the Houston Dynamo as the
32nd overall pick in January. (Houston
is where new Tiger Coach Richard
Mulrooney played for several years.)
“What I have noticed is that the speed
of the game is much faster at this level,”
says Sherrod, who finished his Tiger
career ranked third in both goals and
points. Former Tigers Dayton O’Brien
and Andy Metcalf were drafted in 2006
while Daniel Dobson joined the Kansas
City Wizards (now Sporting Kansas
City) as a free agent in 2005. (Photo by
Anthony Vasser/Houston Dynamo)
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The

Interns
BY GREG RUSSELL

From the White House to the Dorothy Day House to the Jungle
Room of another famous house, U of M student interns are
strutting their stuff. No wonder U.S. News & World Report ranks
the University’s internship program in the Top 10 in the nation.

Above: Hunter Lang (fourth from right) says he departs the White House each day feeling as though he made a difference in the world.
Below: At night, he entertains patrons in one of Georgetown’s most famous taverns with a touch of Memphis.

HOUSE WORK
Hunter Lang's day is usually filled with the likes of Vice President
Joe Biden, possibly a ride in a Secret Service car and maybe even a trip
to the White House’s Rose Garden. But it isn’t until the University of
Memphis student puts on his blue suede shoes later in the evening that
things really get rolling.
“White House by day, piano bar by night,” quips the U of M music
major and former Student Government Association president.
Lang reports to the Office of the Vice President during the day, working an 8 to 5 schedule. But when darkness falls?
“I go from the White House every afternoon to another intern’s apartment where I sleep for an hour or two,” Lang recounts. “I then head to
Georgetown and play in a piano bar where Tony Bennett, John Denver
and Tori Amos have all performed — I am there on the weeknights
from 9 to 1 in the morning. I then head back to where I live, in Stafford,
Va., sleep for two hours, then get on a train and go back to the White
House for my day job. Then I do it all over again.”
Lang landed on the Washington, D.C., scene last spring when he
secured a spot in the prestigious White House Internship Program that
usually goes to Ivy League students.
“I feel very lucky to have gotten it,” says Lang. “I am a music major
and that was why I thought I would not get it. But my supervisor at the
White House said one of the reasons she was so interested in me was
because of how many things I was involved in at the U of M. She was
also looking to pay it forward because she knew I wasn’t coming from
an extremely wealthy family or from an Ivy League school. She wanted
to give someone like me the experience, which is great because now I
can help other people get the same experience.”
Lang was SGA president from 2010-2011 and served as president
of Zeta Beta Tau fraternity for three terms. The pianist was in the
acclaimed U of M musical group Sound Fuzion for three years, and was
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chosen to play at former University President Shirley Raines’ farewell
reception last June.
Lang said he discovered the internship program last spring while
surfing the White House website and thought, “‘What the heck, why
not?’ But I was also thinking, ‘No way am I going to get this.’
“You get to chose five areas you want to work in, and my number one
choice was in the Office of the Vice President,” he says.
After a rigorous selection process that lasted several months, Lang
soon became “the luckiest intern of them all.”
“I work in the Vice President’s ceremonial office, right outside the
door to his working office,” he says. “Some interns don’t even work in
the White House; they work down the street. Here I am in a beautiful,
unbelievable office with access to the Vice President and direct access to
his chief of staff every single day. They sit at their desks and talk to me.
People expect interns to get coffee and run errands and stuff like that. I
never once grabbed anybody a cup of coffee. It is an unreal experience.
SP R I NG 2014
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U of M senior Dylan Wood’s internship in film/video production took him to Graceland,
where he says working with Lisa Marie and Priscilla Presley in Elvis’ house was an “unbelievable” experience.

“The Vice President is one of the most
incredible people I have met, heard speak or
worked with. There is never a dull moment.”
Lang says he isn’t at liberty to divulge all of
his exact duties, but says he has been in the
White House during the Edward Snowden/asylum-in-Russia scandal, the Navy Yard shooting, when militants from Somalia terrorized a
mall in Kenya, and the health care rollout.
“With me, I am always doing real work
whereby at the end of the day I think, ‘Wow, I
helped make a difference in America today.’
“One of my favorite experiences was when
all the interns jumped into a Secret Service
car and drove to the Naval Observatory,
which is where the Vice President lives,” he
says. “We worked a USO event preparing
care packages for overseas soldiers with the
Vice President’s wife, Dr. Jill Biden, and the
Senate wives and I got to mingle with them.
It is surreal to be in that bubble for a second
and see how normal everyone is.”
Lang also got to assist the Bidens in trimming
their family Christmas tree. “Dr. Biden was very
happy I helped her out.” He also helped decorate the White House for Halloween, dressing
up as the Phantom of the Opera. “Military kids
and all the staff’s kids come in for Halloween.
16
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The Vice President’s office was a hot spot. We
ran out of candy very quickly.”
Lang says he has been humbled by the
entire White House experience. “You are hearing numbers that have ‘trillion’ in them, and
every day you are walking through the house
that every president but one has lived in.”
With it being an unpaid internship, Lang
says he had to find ways to compensate. Enter
the blue suede shoes.
“This place is me,” Lang says of the
famous Mr. Smith’s club in Georgetown. “I am
behind the piano and by 10:30 p.m. it is so
packed you can’t move. I am still getting used
to the attention from the girls and such. The
audience never disappoints. They are always
asking for songs, they are always having fun.
I play a lot of Billy Joel, Elton John and whatever anyone wants to hear.
“I wear my blue suede shoes a lot at the
club. I have met people who went to ‘Memphis
State’ and they love my blue suede shoes and
the song ‘Walking in Memphis.’”
The internship ended last December, but
Lang is still working at the White House.
“I can tell you that I hope I work at the
White House for as long as possible. Musically,
I still have the goal to be a rock star.”

LIGHTS, CAMERA, ACTION
As a young teen, U of M senior Dylan
Wood had a starring role in a James Bond
movie that in many ways paved the path for a
career that has already stretched to the likes
of Graceland. Nevermind that it was a
self-produced, self-shot and self-funded feature starring the 007 character — it helped
launch Wood into the film and video industry.
“I was always making short movies back
when I was younger,” Wood says. “I would
make movies rather than write a book report
or a paper. I was supposed to summarize the
book, but I didn’t like writing papers so I
would act the part of some of the characters.
I had read a James Bond book and pretended
I was the secret agent in one of the movies. I
really enjoyed that.”
So much so that Wood later decided on film/
video production as a profession. Besides taking
classes in the U of M’s renowned Department of
Communication, he is currently in an internship
for the Bartlett, Tenn.-based video production
company Dean Film and Video.
“I want to work on feature films or music
videos, anything where I have creative input,”
says Wood. “I would be just as happy holding
THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

a boom mike as I would be directing. The point is just being on set.”
Wood says his internship has already included helping to shoot
a music video in Destin, Fla., for country music star Chuck Wicks.
“It was a lot of hanging out on the beach, lots of girls like you see on
Baywatch,” he recalls. “It was a big production.
“But video production is not always fun and games. It can be long
hours and physically hard work.”
Wood also traveled to Maryland to shoot a documentary on gospel music. “It was in the middle of the marshland, in the middle of
nowhere at these tiny little churches. Any time I get to travel is my
favorite part.”
Wood’s biggest claim to fame took place in one of the most iconic
houses in the world, Graceland. He served as a production assistant for
a Lisa Marie Presley music video.
“The coolest part was seeing Lisa Marie performing a concert in
Elvis’ house, and seeing the family side of a celebrity that you don’t
often see. Priscilla Presley was there and her kids and her husband.
“We got to see parts of the house you don’t see on the normal tour.
We had to put scrubs on over our shoes — they were very particular
about what you could and couldn’t touch. If an ashtray needed to be
moved, someone from the house had to move it.”
In his yearlong internship, Wood says he has been able to put his
hands on camera, run lights, edit and all aspects of pre- and postproduction work.
“I have learned more in the past seven or eight months than I have
in the past three or four years of school. That is why internships are
so important.”
What does post-graduation hold for Wood?
“I want to work up to where I am doing my own productions and
being in charge of my own crew and equipment.”

A TOUCH OF WARMTH
As a non-traditional U of M student, Marie Robinson’s resume is
already brimming with career highlights: she has written several
books, retired after a 30-year career with the Tennessee Department of
Human Resources and earned two college degrees. But her latest quest
is one she believes will be most rewarding.
“On an average night in Memphis, there are about 216 homeless
families,” says Robinson, a professional studies and human services
major. “It’s a bigger problem than most people think. There are entire
families that are homeless, some with young children. You may never
see them, but they are out there. My interest is in helping them.”
Robinson is serving as a “green” intern for the Dorothy Day House of
Hospitality, a non-profit organization in Midtown that provides shelter
and counseling to homeless families.
“Homelessness is a condition where some people cannot find a
way out,” she says. “My green internship is more about recycling and
sustainability, but I figure if people can recycle plastics and newspapers, then human beings can be recycled, too — not so much as to be
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U of M student Marie Robinson says helping homeless families find
housing and other resources is “fulfilling beyond belief.”
(Photo by Rhonda Cosentino)

reused, but to be reconditioned to start a new beginning.”
Robinson says the organization has provided shelter for 31 families
the past seven years. It houses three families at a time, and operates
entirely on donations.
“We work to keep homeless families together and to get them focused
on living a normal, prosperous life once they leave us,” says Robinson.
She says the DD House offers a number of resources, including education guidance, employment counseling, transportation, financial and
budgeting advice and access to sources of permanent housing. Besides
shelter, the organization provides food and clothing.
“It is a fantastic place and has provided tremendous help for the
community,” she says.
Robinson says another reason she returned to school is more personal in nature.
“My father never got a chance to go to school and my mother only
finished third grade. My parents encouraged me to get my education
and learn more than one thing. You never know when you may have to
fall back on something different.”
The Dorothy Day House operates on monetary and in-kind donations.
Call 901/726-6760 for more information.
SP R I NG 2014
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IT IS A PROJECT THAT HAS BROUGHT INTERNATIONAL FAME TO
THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS FOR MORE THAN TWO DECADES,
ONE CLOAKED IN THE MYSTERIES OF AN ANCIENT CULTURE
FILLED WITH HIEROGLYPHICS, TOMBS AND PYRAMIDS.

the

I

WRITING

t’s barely 11 a.m., but beads of sweat are already popping up on
Erika Feleg’s forehead. Plumes of dust spirited by hot, arid conditions swirl in the distance. Not that the third-year University
of Memphis doctoral candidate really minds: Feleg is intently
laboring under the biting Egyptian sun as she and other U of M
researchers unravel secrets locked in centuries-old inscriptions found
on the walls of the Karnak Great Hypostyle Hall of the Temple of
Amun in Luxor, Egypt.
“It is hotter than Memphis in the summer,” says Feleg, who has
made three trips to Egypt to study the mysteries of the largest temple in
Egypt and one of the most massive religious complexes ever built. “It
goes up to 115 degrees, but we usually stop checking the thermometer
since it is better not to know the exact temperature.”
Feleg assures that the harsh elements don’t matter: “I love doing
what I do, so it never seems slow moving, and it is definitely very
rewarding on many levels. Interesting discoveries happen all the time
— I always notice something new while in the field or processing photographs. They may not be as spectacular as finding Tut’s tomb, but are
just as fun and interesting. Trying to figure out erased signs or traces of
original decoration is the best kind of detective work.”
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NOT SUCH ANCIENT HISTORY
Twenty-two years after U of M professor William Murnane made a
bold prediction, history continues to play out to his thinking: “One of the
things we’ve had to resign ourselves to is that we’re not going to get out of
the Hypostyle Hall without a major commitment of time and effort.”
The year was 1992, and Murnane, the beloved former professor
of history/Egyptology, who unexpectedly passed away in 2000, had
just begun a project in Egypt that has become one of the U of M’s
most enduring and beneficial research initiatives, the Karnak Great
Hypostyle Hall Project.
With a mix of steadfast determination and patience, Murnane — and
now U of M professor Dr. Peter J. Brand — have worked for years to
decipher the Temple of Amun’s mysterious inscriptions, which offer a
glimpse into the life of the people who once lived along the Nile River.
U of M researchers say the inscriptions tell what the Egyptians
expected of their world on one level and about the liturgy — the religious life of the Egyptians — on another level. Occasionally they show
what was going on in the political life of the kingdom at that time.
The Temple of Amun holds great historical significance. Sety I, the
father of Ramesses the Great, began its construction about 1290 B.C.
But even though the Hypostyle Hall is one of the most popular tourist
THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

sites in Egypt, its inscriptions were never scientifically studied until the
U of M’s work, the religious function of the building in Ancient Egypt
never completely understood.
The enormous size of the Hall — slightly larger than the U of M’s
University Center and with a taller roof — led to Murnane’s prediction
of a long-lasting project.
Brand, current director of the Karnak Hypostyle Hall Project, took
up where Murnane left off, intensely researching the site and offering
graduate students field work, both of which continue to shed positive
light on the U of M’s exceptional Egyptology program.
Brand, the Dunavant Professor of Egyptology and Ancient History,
says the project also aims to make a complete scientific record of all
the hieroglyphic texts and relief carvings from the Hypostyle Hall. Too,
he says, the goal is to make these inscriptions widely available to scientists and the public through traditional publications and via digital
technologies such as the Internet — an everlasting preservation of an
important period in history.
“We have completed a couple of major phases of the project over
the past two decades and are actively involved in the third and largest
stage so far, which is to record the inscriptions and carved scenes on
the 134 giant columns of the Great Hypostyle Hall,” says Brand.

“This has been a challenge because the columns are giant cylinders and traditional methods of recording Egyptian inscriptions are
based on photographing and tracing technical drawings of the inscriptions and carvings of images on flat wall surfaces,” Brand explains.
“Because the images and texts wrap around the curved surfaces of the
columns, you can’t simply take a conventional photograph.
“(Therefore) we are using a combination of 3D laser scanning of the
columns and digital photography to create high-tech 3D images of the
complex inscribed decoration of the columns first. We next ‘paste’ the
conventional digital photos onto the 3D digital model of the column
and then ‘unroll’ the high-resolution composite 3D image of the column
surface into a flat image. It is sort of the reverse process of taking a flat
photographic print and rolling it up into a tube. Instead, we ‘unroll’ the
tube into a flat image.”
Brand says scientists in the project are currently undertaking systematic photography of the column scenes to make these “unrolled”
images for all 134 columns in the Hypostyle Hall. He says the
researchers are then able to use these photos to make accurate drawings and translations of the inscriptions and careful analysis of their
religious and historical meaning. The final result, Brand says, will be a
publication that has photos and technical drawings of the hundreds of

on the wall
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U of M students, faculty and Egyptian workmen at the giant columns that support
the Great Hypostyle Hall of the Temple of Amun where they research and decipher
ancient inscriptions. Opposite page: U of M students and faculty take a break to visit
the Great Pyramids.

individual scenes and hieroglyphic inscriptions on all the columns.
The U of M’s work connects to original
research into the function of the Temple of
Amun that was first conducted in the 1930s
by archaeologist Harold Nelson. Murnane was
asked in 1977 to organize and publish the
work of Nelson for the University of Chicago’s
Oriental Institute.
The Hypostyle Hall was built between
two massive gateways in front of the Temple
of Amun and covers about an acre of land.
Enormous columns still line the main passage of the Hall, including two rows with 12
giant columns 70 feet tall, and 122 smaller
columns that are about 45 feet tall. All the
walls are covered with elaborate scenes
and inscriptions. Although the temple is in
relatively good condition, restoration has been
going on for more than 100 years.
Brand says the current research team is
an international one with Egyptologists and
graduate students from the United States and
Canada, as well as Egyptian workmen and
two French Egyptologists who have developed the high-tech method of scanning and
“unrolling” the columns.
“The Hypostyle Hall Project is based
in Memphis, but our Canadian colleague
Professor Jean Revez from Montreal and
his students have worked closely with us for
several years,” Brand says.
U of M students have traveled to Karnak
Temple in the southern Egyptian city of Luxor
twice in the past three years, including last
May and are scheduled to return this summer.
PLAYING POLITICS?
Brand says Egypt’s ongoing political unrest
hasn’t really deterred the project, and he says
the U of M monitors any potential dangers.
“Our last two seasons in 2011 and 2013
were undertaken in the shadow of the
Egyptian revolution,” Brand says. “We went
to Egypt only a couple of months after the
Mubarak regime fell in the late winter of 2011
and this was only possible because the U.S.
State Department lifted its travel warning for
U.S. citizens traveling to Egypt. If there is an
official warning or ban, we don’t go. Safety of
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our students is of utmost importance.
“Our Egyptian friends and the Egyptian government have always
taken good care of our security,” Brand says, noting that the team lives
in a modern apartment “that even has a pizzeria next to it.”
He adds, “I have never felt unsafe or threatened in Egypt and the
Egyptians are very hospitable and friendly people. It is also important to understand that the principle of hospitality is central to Arabic
culture and Egyptians and other Arab people will always put the safety
and comfort of their guests above that of their own.”
Brand says the Hypostyle Hall Project is vital to the Egyptology
program and the research goals of the University as a whole.
“Like the Center for Earthquake Research and Information and the
Center for Research in Educational Policy, the Institute of Egyptian
Art and Archaeology is a Tennessee Center of Excellence and is one of
the research and teaching programs that puts the U of M on the map,”
he says. “In the international field of Egyptology, the U of M stands as
an important contributor to international Egyptology alongside major
universities such as UCLA, Chicago, Pennsylvania, Yale, Harvard,
Toronto and Brown.
“We are also the largest Egyptology program in the South and tied
with the University of Chicago’s famed Oriental Institute as the largest
Egyptology program in North America. Memphis Egyptology, therefore,
plays in the ‘major league’ of American and international Egyptology.”
Brand says grants he secured from the National Endowment for the
Humanities ($280,000 for three years) and the American Research
Center in Egypt ($66,000 for one year) should enable him and his students to have at least two seasons in Luxor in the coming three years.
Through the U of M’s tireless efforts that have a fascinating story of
their own, an important piece of history is being preserved for generations to come.
W W W. M E M P H I S . E D U

The Karnak Great Hypostyle Hall Project is a joint endeavor
of the U of M and the Université de Québec à Montréal.
It also works in cooperation with Egypt’s Supreme Council
of Antiquities and the Centre Franco-égyptien d’études des
temples de Karnak in France. More information is at
www.memphis.edu/hypostyle/welcome.htm.
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As a 10-year-old, Kyle Collins had the kind
of grandfather that most red-blooded, allAmerican boys would die for.
One morning, the elder Collins loaded his
grandson into a car and drove him to Daytona
International Speedway for the Daytona 500.
If there was any inkling of “daredevil” in
the elder Collins, who was working as a race
volunteer, this is where it surfaced.
“He put me in the trunk and sort of snuck
me through security and then down to pit
road,” Collins (BSEd ’06) fondly recalls.
That daredevil spirit must have been
handed down immediately.
“I was absolutely hooked by the sport,”
Collins says. “I was young and very impressionable at that age and I thought that was
the coolest thing ever. I went back every year.
Ever since then I knew I wanted to do something in that realm.”
Nowadays Collins doesn’t use stealth means
to enter NASCAR events: he plays an intricate role on Jimmie Johnson’s pit crew as the
team’s tire specialist.
“Tires are the only four things that touch a
race track each week so that is how I justify my
job,” says Collins. “I am responsible for quality
control of all the tires and wheels that are put
on Johnson’s car every weekend. During the
race my job is to make sure tire pressure is
correct and monitor and note everything tire
and wheel related. If the crew chief calls for
changes, I am the one who does that.”
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THIS UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS ALUM LIKES HIS SPORT FAST AND
FURIOUS, AND HE HAS A CHAMPIONSHIP TROPHY TO SHOW FOR IT.

BY GREG RUSSELL

Collins says because the race is always
evolving, he has to be ready for anything. “It
is not like football where you know you are
going to play 60 minutes or so. It is not like
basketball where you play four quarters and
sometimes an overtime. A caution can come
out at any time during the race and you might
have to switch strategy.
“Weather plays into it. Tire strategy plays
into it. The guys on top of the box, the crew
chief and engineers, are constantly monitoring all of that. If you are running first and the
caution comes out with 20 laps to go, do you
come down and put tires on? Do you put two or
four tires on? Do you try to stay out and hold
everybody off? It is constantly changing for the
three or four hours the race is going on.”
Collins has worked for Hendrick Motorsports
for four years, first “going over the wall” as a
tire changer on the pit crew before moving up
to tire specialist. One might say he “muscled”
his way onto the NASCAR scene.
“It was through an internship from the
U of M that I got my start,” Collins says. “My
degree was in exercise and sport science and

I had always been a NASCAR fan so I wanted
to figure out how to get into the sport.”
Collins interned at the pit crew training company Performance Instruction and
Training in Mooresville, N.C., working as
a strength and agility training coach for
incoming classes of pit crew hopefuls. “They
wanted me to learn how to do all the pit crew
positions so I would be able to teach what
they are doing. I was pretty good at changing
tires so I got the chance to move a step closer
to NASCAR. I was able to go change tires for
a lower division series.”
Just as in other sports, pit crew members have to try out. “There was a pit crew
combine that they called me to come try out
at. They put you through strength and agility
drills and they do practice pit stops. It’s a
job that requires a lot of athleticism — that
is why there are a lot of former professional
football, baseball and hockey players on pit
crews. I was chosen from there to be on one of
Hendrick Motorsports’ developmental teams.”
In 2011 Collins “lucked” up on a higher
profile job. “Halfway through the season, the
THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

U of M alumnus Kyle Collins (above, at left) celebrates with Jimmie Johnson pit crew members after the No. 48 car won last year’s Sprint Cup. Below: As tire
specialist, Collins won the 2013 Sprint Cup “Consistently Smooth” award for his work as the best in his field. (Photo courtesy of Harold Hinson Photography)

tire specialist on our partner’s car, Dale Earnhart Jr., had gotten hurt.
He couldn’t lift anything so their crew chief had me go along with him to
do heavy lifting for him, stacking tires and such. I started paying attention to what he was doing and it ended up that he had to have surgery so I
replaced him on Dale Jr.’s team from July 11 through the rest of the year.”
He soon landed with Jimmie Johnson at the beginning of the 2013
Sprint Cup series.
“When the opportunity came about for a tire specialist on the No.
48, we approached Kyle to come back,” says crew chief Chad Knaus.
“He has been a huge asset to us.”
Collins says working for Johnson and Hendrick has been a dream
come true, especially because Johnson’s No. 48 car won the 2013
Sprint Cup Series.
“That is what you work for,” Collins says. “It is like winning our
Super Bowl, our World Series, winning the Stanley Cup. I had never
won a race prior to this year and we won seven races and won the
Sprint Cup championship. It was awesome.”
Not that there wasn’t any drama.
“That final race at Homestead where we wrapped up the championship was hectic for us. We about wrecked our car with 60 to go and
had to fix that, so we added drama to it. To win a championship is
surreal. There are people who work in the sport for 20 years who don’t
get that opportunity. My first year, to win the championship, that is
unbelievable.”
The 2013 season had another twist to it for Collins: Johnson won the
Daytona 500.
“Daytona is definitely special to me,” Collins says, with a hint of
emotion. “That was the first place I had ever seen a track and a race so
to win there was really neat. I remember going there as a kid and doing
the track tours. To stand there in victory lane after winning a race in
Daytona, it is indescribable.”
W W W. M E M P H I S . E D U
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The
Defiant
One
For the past 15 years, the University of Memphis
has been recognized as one of the top producers
of baccalaureate and advanced degrees awarded to
African-Americans in the nation, but it wasn’t always
easy for minorities. A former faculty member recalls
the often turbulent times leading up to what is now
a very diverse and welcoming campus.

by Sara Hoover
Despite Dr. Miriam DeCosta-Willis’ complicated history with
the University of Memphis, that didn’t stop her from becoming the
University’s first African-American faculty member.
In 1957, DeCosta-Willis and Maxine Carr Smith applied as the
first two African-Americans for admission to then Memphis State
University’s Graduate School. The Phi Beta Kappa from Wellesley
College and the master’s student from Middlebury College were both
denied entrance as unqualified applicants.
After arriving in Memphis as a newlywed with a newborn baby,
DeCosta-Willis was teaching at what was then known as LeMoyne
College. She knew it would be practical to get her graduate degree
locally.
“Memphis State was the only school at that time in Memphis that had
a Graduate School,” DeCosta-Willis says. “After a good deal of back
and forth, (the registrar) said I was not qualified. I didn’t have a couple
of English courses or something. It was obvious he was searching for
a reason not to accept me. I had persuaded my friend Maxine, who
also had a baby, to join me in applying to Memphis. But we were both
24
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Miriam DeCosta-Willis during her
teaching days (opposite page) and today.
(Photo by Rhonda Cosentino)
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denied in spite of the fact that she not only
had her BA but also had a graduate degree.”
The pair was harassed for applying to the
then all-white university.
“That was kind of a harrowing experience.
We both got threatening calls from people and
threats of rape. My home was shot through by
a gun. It was a difficult period,” she recalls.
It led the pair to become more involved
with the local chapter of the National
Association for the Advancement of Colored
People (NAACP).
“The University and newspapers tried to
tie us in as being supported or pushed by the
NAACP,” says DeCosta-Willis. “But we did
that on our own. That was the spur that pushed
us into becoming active with the NAACP. We
got very active in the political struggle.”
A year later, in the summer of 1958,
DeCosta-Willis, pregnant with her second
child, decided to take summer courses
at Washington University in St. Louis in
preparation for a degree-granting program.
Memphis State had still not desegregated.
“In 1959, I said, ‘To heck with Memphis
State, I’m going away and getting my graduate
degree.’”

DeCosta-Willis and her two toddlers went
to Baltimore where she got her master’s at
Johns Hopkins University. She then returned
to Memphis and taught at then Owen College.
The local NAACP chapter decided to press
the University admission issue harder after
DeCosta-Willis and Smith’s denial. Those
efforts led to the Memphis State Eight, the
first African-Americans to be admitted to the
University in the fall of 1959.
In preparation for returning to Johns
Hopkins for her doctorate, DeCosta-Willis
took an undergraduate course in French at
the U of M after it was desegregated.
In 1965, DeCosta-Willis returned to Johns
Hopkins, this time with four children, and
became one of the first African-Americans to
receive a PhD from the university.
DeCosta-Willis continued teaching at
Owen College, and it was at a commencement speech by Memphis State University
President Cecil C. Humphreys that led her to
apply for a faculty position at the very university that had denied her admission.
“He said something like, ‘The time is
coming when Memphis State is going to look

toward hiring black faculty members.’ And a
light went off in my head and I said, ‘Boy, I
intend to be the first one.’”
DeCosta-Willis joined the U of M faculty
in 1966 as an assistant professor of Spanish
and credits several factors: “That (speech)
was one of the things. Education was very
important in my family. I had already taught
at LeMoyne, I had taught at Owen. What was
the next step in that academic progression?
To me, I was very involved in the Civil Rights
Movement, so it was just natural that I would
think of myself as someone who was qualified
to desegregate the faculty at Memphis State
University. It was a personal decision.”
In a Memphis Press-Scimitar article
about the hiring of DeCosta-Willis, who was
married to Russell Sugarmon at the time,
Humphreys said, “We have always hired our
faculty on the basis of the best qualified person for any available position. Mrs. Sugarmon
was the best-qualified applicant for this position. This is the basis for her appointment.”
As the lone African-American faculty
member, DeCosta-Willis made on-campus
friends and was supported by the other
U of M faculty.

[Cecil C. Humphreys]
said something like,
‘The time is coming
when Memphis State is
going to look toward
hiring black faculty
members.’ And a light
went off in my head and
I said, ‘Boy, I intend to
be the first one.’
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DeCosta-Willis was determined to become the first AfricanAmerican teacher at the University and did just that, breaking
the racial barrier in 1966 when she was hired as an assistant
professor of Spanish. She says she received overwhelming
support from fellow faculty as the lone black professor. She
remained at the U of M until 1970 and says she is proud to
have paved the way for others who followed in her footsteps.

“I got tremendous support from the faculty. These were
educated people, not the segregationist riff raff. It was a
good experience,” she says.
DeCosta-Willis was in her first year of teaching when
she completed her PhD from Johns Hopkins University in
one year.
“I had a full load. I don’t remember my schedule, but
at most colleges you taught every day of the week. It was
really, really rough. Toward the end of my dissertation, I
checked into a motel and just wrote from when I got there
Friday after class until Sunday. The year of writing my
dissertation, I went down to 100 pounds.”
DeCosta-Willis also became adviser in 1968 to the
newly formed Black Student Association.
“The highlight was when we orchestrated a sit-in of
President Humphreys’ office,” says DeCosta-Willis. “As
a result, more than 100 students were arrested. The sit-in
W W W. M E M P H I S . E D U

was for different things. We wanted more black faculty
members to be hired. A black woman had run for Miss
Memphis State and they changed all the rules, making
it more difficult for her. We were also pushing for Black
Studies to be added to the course offerings.”
DeCosta-Willis also organized a Faculty Forum after
the assassination of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
“The city was very tense after that,” she says. “This
was an attempt to bring the faculty together in support of
the movement and to try to explain to those who did not
know what was going on and how they could lend support.
I thought maybe 20 to 25 of my friends would come. The
place was packed. I was so elated to get that kind of support from faculty, many of whom I did not know.”
As Memphis and the nation experienced turbulent times with the Civil Rights Movement, so did the
University campus.
“Memphis State was not an island by any means. There
was very much a give and take between town and gown.
By the same token, the things that were going on on
campus had a definite effect on the community. A lot of
those students at MSU were involved in the protests of the
public schools. It was a give and take very much.”
As the NAACP education committee chair, DeCostaWillis helped plan a boycott of the Memphis Public
Schools in 1969 due to the lack of African-American
representation on the school board and administration.
“I did not go to work, I wore my black arm band,” says
DeCosta-Willis. “Even though desegregation had taken
place, the schools were run from the top down. We organized a series of Black Mondays in which black teachers
and students would not go to work on these Mondays.”
DeCosta-Willis remained at the University until 1970
and went to teach at Howard University. She focused her
scholarship on black and Hispanic literature.
“Every article, every book that I publish has had to do
with the preservation, celebration, analysis of African
literature in some form: African-American, African,
Afro-Latin, Afro-Cuban. I became an activist scholar
instead of just an activist.”
Since Howard, DeCosta-Willis has taught at several other
universities, including: LeMoyne-Owen College, George
Mason University and the University of Maryland-Baltimore.
She has published 10 books and plans to publish a memoir.
“Any of us who became the first anything stand on
the shoulders of all those pioneers who came before us.
I stood on the shoulders of (Rev.) George Lee, Jesse
Turner, both of my husbands, Robert Church, Ida B.
Wells. They opened doors. I opened one more door.”
SP R I NG 2014
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The U of M’s Girls
Experiencing Engineering
program is an important
part of Professor Stephanie
Ivey’s effort to increase the
presence of women in the
transportation industry. The
program introduces girls
to careers in a number of
engineering-related fields.
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Cheryl Citrone likes to say
she “stumbled” into the transportation industry. “After spending many years in technology and
recruiting for technology professionals, I had
the chance to help found and grow the logistics
executive search practice at my company,” she
says. “I was seeking a change, and my experience in manufacturing gave me some insight
into transportation, distribution and supply
chain. Within a short amount of time, I became
fascinated with the importance of these industries to Memphis and to the U.S.”
Citrone (BPS ’91), a partner in Memphisbased Vaco Logistics, is part of a definite
minority. According to the U.S. Department of
Labor, the American workforce is comprised
of 47 percent women, but estimates place the
number of women in transportation fields at
around 10 percent.
The U of M’s Center for the Advancement
of Female Transportation Professionals, led
by Dr. Stephanie Ivey, is working to raise
those numbers. The Center is part of the
University of Memphis’ Intermodal Freight
Transportation Institute (IFTI).
It began with a challenge from the White
House: increase the number of women entering the transportation workforce. During the
academic year, Ivey inspires her civil engineering students to think about the wealth
of possibilities available in transportation
through class work and research assignments.
For four weeks each summer, she mentors
middle and high school students through
the Girls Experiencing Engineering (GEE)
program. (GEE is a fast-paced, interactive
program that gives girls hands-on experience
working on engineering projects and exposes
THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

them to dynamic professional engineers.
The program has a one-week transportation
component.)
Because of her experience in transportation education and success in developing the
workforce, Ivey was one of 50 women invited to
attend a “listening session” at the White House
in 2013. The group discussed how to recruit
girls and women from kindergarten through
college and how to retain women in the workforce through mentoring and promotion.
Women in transportation face some unique
challenges, including a lack of mentors,
balancing work and home life, and difficulty
identifying a path for advancement, says Ivey
(BSCE ’96, MS ’98, PhD ’03). “There are
not many women in leadership positions to
ask questions. There are barriers to moving
though the profession.”
When Ivey returned from Washington,
IFTI formed a diverse group of female
transportation leaders, including engineers,
accountants, logistics professionals, lawyers
and sales managers, to determine how best to
impact the workforce. The Society of Female
Transportation Professionals is working
to boost numbers in tangible ways: more
networking opportunities for young women to
spend time with leaders in the transportation
industry; creating avenues for mentoring; and
stepping up efforts to recruit college graduates into transportation.
In September, the Society hosted a panel
discussion and networking session showcasing opportunities available in transportation
careers and highlighting successes of women
in Memphis pursuing these fields. “We had
75 women attend,” Ivey notes. “We were
really pleasantly surprised at the reception to
the invitation.”
In March the group hosted the Blue Pump
Gala, with proceeds supporting scholarships
for women in transportation-related majors.
In May, the group will partner with Wooddale
High School for a luncheon to promote its
aviation optional program.
Careers in transportation cover much more
than being an airline pilot or truck driver,
which can be a common misconception.
Professional possibilities include engineering
planning, logistics and supply chain manageW W W. M E M P H I S . E D U

ment, business operations and business law.
Drawing more women into these jobs is
important, Ivey says. “In any field, like engineering, where you have underrepresented
groups, these fields require creative thinking,
problem solving and addressing customer and
industry needs in innovative ways. A diverse
workforce creates the environment necessary
to make sure the multiple perspectives that
people bring from varied backgrounds are
reflected in the ideas and solutions that are
generated.”
Citrone agrees. “It’s important for women
to have a larger presence in transportation
fields. First, it enlarges the workforce. If
women are not considering this field, we are
missing out on some bright talent that can be
groomed to lead companies. Secondly, diversity makes companies stronger.”
Kelsey Ford works at IFTI while pursuing
a master’s degree in transportation engineering. “Having a diverse workforce makes a
company and an industry stronger in the
sense that everyone brings something unique
to the table,” she says. “When solving a
problem, for example, a diverse group will be
able to approach that problem from multiple
angles, which will result in a more thoughtout solution.”
Ford (BSCE ’11) assists Ivey on diverse
projects, including the West Tennessee STEM
Hub. In summer 2012, she interned with the
City of Memphis Engineering Division. Ford
feels the best way to recruit young women is
through mentorship and education, “educating and reaching out to girls while they are
still in grade school to show them there are
amazing career opportunities in the transportation industry that they can aspire to.”
Citrone recommends seeking out business
leaders for guidance and joining professional
organizations such as the Council of Supply
Chain Management Professionals, The Traffic
Club and The World Trade Club. “All of these
organizations offer student discounts and have
opportunities for students to be exposed to
education, mentoring and job opportunities.”
Ford points to the range of career opportunities available. “The jobs in the transportation field range from engineering to sales to
logistics to everywhere in between. There was

Dr. Stephanie Ivey accepted a challenge from
the White House to increase the number of
women in the transportation industry.

a time when women who went to work in these
male-dominated fields struggled being moms
and being successful women, but those times
have changed in the majority of these fields,
and if it has not completely changed then it is
in the process of doing so.”
She says the only barrier she has faced was
being mistaken for a nursing student instead
of an engineering major. “The best advice I
received was from a woman who is successful
in the transportation community who said to
keep your head down and worry about you.
Prove yourself through your work and your
integrity, and do not get caught up in the
drama of the workplace.”
Citrone says the only issue she faced was
a lack of contacts when she began recruiting
for transportation professionals, but that was
short-lived. “The business leaders I have met
are not only incredibly smart and professional, but helpful, kind and welcoming,” she
says. “We are lucky in Memphis to have such
a strong network of business leaders.”

Visit memphis.edu/ifti
for more information.
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A University of
Memphis alumnus
crossed paths with
some of the biggest
musical stars of a past
generation, helping
change the course of
music along the way.

Making

was a “fad” that didn’t fade.
In 1957 and fresh out of college, George Klein was released
from his job as a disc jockey at
radio station WMC-AM — not so much for
bad ratings, but because Klein was playing
the “wrong” kind of music.
“One day the station called me and said,
‘We love you George and you have good ratings, but you’re the only rock ’n’ roll show on
this station. You’re playing a different kind of
music and we’re going to have to let you go.
We think this rock ’n’ roll thing is a fad and
it’s not going to make it.’ I said, ‘A fad?’ They
compared it to calypso, mambo and tango and
said, ‘It’ll pass,’” says Klein (BS ’57).
The station was wrong, of course, but this
would become the beginning of a fantastic journey for Klein, a lifelong friendship
between the King of Rock ’n’ Roll and
Memphis’ most legendary disc jockey.
“That very night I ran into Elvis, and he
asked why I wasn’t on the radio that day so
I told him the story. He said, ‘We’ll show
them.’ I asked him what he meant by ‘we.’ He
told me that I was going to go with him. So I
asked, ‘Where are we going?’ He said, ‘I’m
going to hire you to be my traveling companion and we’re going to go all across America
– Chicago, Detroit, Philadelphia, Canada,
Hawaii, etc,’” reminisces Klein.
30
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airwaves
By Samuel Prager
That was the start of Elvis’ Memphis Mafia, a close assortment of Elvis’ hometown friends who accompanied him on
worldwide tours. Klein even made a few cameos in such movies as Jailhouse Rock.
“It was a dream come true,” Klein recalls. “Here I am a
disc jockey from Memphis and my best friend is a superstar
and I’m traveling the country with him.”
Klein’s and Elvis’ paths had already crossed several times.
The two had attended Humes High School together near
downtown Memphis in the early 1950s. It was a time frame in
which Klein had just been given his first radio job by another
legendary disc jockey, Dewey Phillips.
“Phillips was red hot and very popular with young people
— rock ’n’ roll was just starting,” Klein says. “He needed
someone to be a gopher.”
Klein, though, knew he wanted to be on the air and thought
the best path was attending then Memphis State.
“I knew that I had to have a college degree to make it —
you’d have a tough time without one even back then. I majored
in marketing at Memphis State since they didn’t have a broadcast program. The next best thing for me to do was minor in
speech and drama so I could learn how to project my voice and
lose my Southern accent. But I knew I needed some practical
radio experience.”
In 1954 Klein got his first radio show just up the road in
Osceola, Ark., where he learned all the basics at the small
station. Just getting back and forth from the small farming
community was an adventure.
“I’d ride a bus to get there from Memphis every week, but
when I was coming home on the weekend, I’d go stand on
W W W. M E M P H I S . E D U

A young George Klein
and Elv is Presley were
men-about-tow n in Me
mphis in the 1950s.

the highway where there was a traffic signal. I’d walk up to
a stopped car and ask, ‘How about a ride to Memphis?’ and
they’d let me in. Back in those days people would pick you up
if you didn’t look weird or crazy.”
It was one of those trips back to Memphis where the Klein/
Presley connection picked back up.
Klein was visiting his old mentor, Dewey Phillips, who was
about to put the young DJ on the map. “I had walked in to
Dewey’s station and he said to me, ‘Hey GK, I want you to hear
something.’ He put this record on the turntable and held his
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hand over the name so I couldn’t see who the singer was. He said, ‘Who
is that?’ and I didn’t know who it was. Then he said, ‘Well you ought to
know who that is. You went to high school with him.’ Since Elvis was
the only guy at school who could sing, I asked, ‘You mean Elvis? He’s
got a record out?’ Dewey told me Sam Phillips had brought it to him
the night before and that he had already played it seven times. Then
Phillips said, ‘I think it’s a smash hit. This kid’s got something.’”
Klein was given a copy of the record and he took it to the station in
Osceola, making him only the second DJ ever to play Elvis on the radio.
Elvis wasn’t the only big name Klein would encounter.
KWEM-AM, a small country radio station in Memphis at the time
had offered Klein a job back in his hometown.
“People could come by the station and buy 15 minutes of air time
for $25,” says Klein. “One day a vacuum cleaner salesman walked in
and wanted to buy some time. He said to me, ‘Hey George, I’m Johnny
Cash.’ He wasn’t a recording star at the time. He said he wanted to
be on the show and I told him, ‘Sure.’ He and a few other guys played
guitar and sang. After the song he came up to me and told me he
worked for so-and-so vacuum cleaner company and that after the show
to call him and he’d give me a free home demonstration. Years later we
laughed about it.”
Klein soon went to WMC-AM where he was given his own prime time
radio show, “George Klein’s Rock and Roll Ballroom.”
“It got real popular and Elvis started dropping in to see me. He had
just finished his first movie, Love Me Tender, which back then in 1956
was a big deal for a musician to be in a movie.”
But the station soon called, thinking rock ’n’ roll was a fad and
released him. Klein would travel with Elvis until Presley was drafted
into the Army in 1958, leading the DJ to take a job at WHBQ-AM.
He soon landed his own TV show, “Talent Party,” hosting some of
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Memphis’ hottest up-and-coming artists,
including The Box Tops and Otis Redding, for
12 years.
“I stayed at WHBQ and when Elvis came
out of the Army two years later, he wanted
to hire me back, but I told him that I just
couldn’t leave, that I needed to stay at the
radio station because it had become ‘me.’”
The two remained close despite Klein’s
decision to remain at the station.
“Elvis called me one day and said that I was
the only guy in the group that wasn’t married.
He said, ‘If you get married to that girl you’re
going with, I’ll pay for your wedding and be
your best man. You can get married in Vegas
in my suite at the Hilton. I’ll pay a photographer to shoot all of your pictures.’ So I called
my wife-to-be and we got married. I’m the only
guy in the world he’s been a best man for.”
After Elvis’ death in 1977, Klein continued
to keep his legacy alive through interviews,
radio shows and books, including 2010’s
Elvis, My Best Man. For the past nine years,
he has hosted the TV talk show “Memphis
Sounds,” which highlights Memphis-based
musicians of past and present.
Klein’s DJ skills are also heard internationally every Friday live from Graceland on
a SiriusXM satellite radio station that plays
Elvis 24 hours a day, seven days a week.
“We interview stars from my past radio
days, among other things,” Klein says.
“People from all over the world — Japan,
Australia, Europe — come to see Elvis’
house. A family came to Graceland the other
day all the way from Brazil just to see where
Elvis lived. It is mind-boggling. People
in Memphis don’t realize that presidents
and kings from all over the world come to
Graceland. You live here so it just becomes
second nature. It’s just unusual how many
people one person has touched.”
(Writer Sam Prager is a junior journalism
major. He was recently named “Best
Magazine Writer” at the Southeastern
Journalism Conference, partly for a piece
he wrote on U of M alum Jody Stephens in
the U of M Magazine’s Fall 2013 issue.)
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It was a spectacular block, one unlike most
others in Memphis basketball history, a 6-foot
player rejecting a 7-footer’s shot above the rim
that changed the outcome of a crucial game
in February against Gonzaga. National sports
shows took note. Replays went well into the
night. Yet it was not the moment Joe Jackson
recalls as his best at the University of Memphis.
“Walking across the stage, getting my
degree in three years, that tops it all,” says a
thoughtful Jackson. “I am a student-athlete.
Taking care of business in the classroom is

always more important than anything on the
basketball court. You are not going to be able
to play basketball forever.”
The highly lauded academic mentoring
program in the Center for Athletic Academic
Services (CAAS) that Jackson credits for
helping him stay on track for his degree is one
that U of M academics as a whole recently
began duplicating.
Given the history of athletics and academics, having an athlete as a poster child for
academics might be hard to believe, but the
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For a good portion of University of Memphis students,
getting a degree is an easy sprint to the finish, but for
many others, it is more like an obstacle course filled with
potholes and bumps that often result in a phrase that no
parent ever wants to hear: “I’m having to drop out.”
Over the past year, the U of M has begun implementing
a wide range of intensive retention initiatives designed
to put that phrase to rest and to put the finish line in
easy reach for every U of M student. With graduation
rates now a big factor in state funding, the U of M
has embarked on an all-important strategy to dramatically raise its 43 percent average. Considering the everchanging landscape of higher education in Tennessee,
it is a must win for all parties.
CAAS program that has a near 85 percent graduation rate for studentathletes is serving as an example for a mentoring program that is one
part of a set of major retention initiatives Provost David Rudd began
implementing last fall to increase the school’s 43 percent average.
“Retaining students already attending the University of Memphis
represents our single greatest challenge,” says Rudd. “Over the past
three years, the state’s funding model has transitioned to outcomes. It is
no longer about how many students are enrolled. It is about how many
students are making adequate progress and how many students graduate. With graduation rates and state funding so closely tied together, we
must find ways to increase our retention rate and graduate our students
in a timely manner. That is a challenge we must meet in order to operate successfully.”
Rudd and other key U of M administrators spent the past 11 months
studying the reasons why U of M students drop out and ways to combat
that. What they found put to rest one myth, and put in motion an
Integrated Enrollment Plan based on their intensive research and
student/parent/faculty/staff surveys.
“For quite some time when people would speculate why our graduation
rate was only 43 percent, a lot of people would assume that it was academic ability,” Rudd says. “But what we found is that it is not about academic capacity. The primary challenge is financial and the second most
significant challenge is psychosocial in terms of being a first-generation
student who may not have the social support necessary to be successful.”
Keeping those challenges in mind and tying them to the overall goal
of increasing retention rates, Rudd says it is important to note that
the percentage of U of M students who have a 2.0 or above gradepoint average is 87 percent. “But we are graduating only half of those
students,” Rudd says. “There is a disconnect there. And once we lose
them, it is really difficult for them to return and successfully finish.
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A mentoring program in athletics that helped U of M guard Joe Jackson
graduate in three years is being duplicated as part of an overall retention
initiative at the U of M.

That is why we are being so proactive in retaining them.”
The provost cited several factors that have increased the financial
burden on students — factors that many U of M alumni never faced.
“Tuition has nearly doubled in the last 10 years, students exhaust
their loan capacity before they can graduate, often times taking courses
that don’t count toward their major, and student debt is at an all-time
high,” Rudd says. “The simple answer is that they cannot afford to stay
in school.”
With finances and psychosocial factors entertaining such starring
roles in the success of students, Rudd last fall began laying the groundwork to find ways to help students overcome these obstacles. He implemented several pilot programs, including the Academic Coaching for
Excellence program that copies the successful CAAS program. Another
important one encourages students who dropped out with 90-plus hours
to return to school to finish their degrees with an easy and affordable
way that might include scholarship money to help them with finances.
“We have put in place the Finish Line initiative,” Rudd says. “Early
returns suggest this program could well be one of the single-most effective
retention and completion tools available at the University of Memphis.”
The program targets students who have 90-plus hours toward graduation and have dropped out because of financial problems.
“Why 90 hours? When you have completed 90 hours successfully, and you have a 2.0 or above, we now know you should be able to
graduate — you are academically capable,” Rudd says. “And the fact
that they drop at 90 hours and go nowhere else is an indicator of the
unique challenge that they face, which is a financial challenge. Having
said that, the average cost for us to help those students complete their
degrees is less than $500 per student. That is the amazing part. That is
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So you read about the Finish Line retention initiative in
the Sprint to the Finish article. What else has the U of M
implemented and what lies ahead as administrators key in
on improving the U of M’s 43 percent graduation rate?
SERVING UP AN ACE

Aniysha Tate (top photo) and Greg Akers and academic adviser Mary
Brignole celebrate at December’s graduation. Tate and Akers finished school
with the help of the Finish Line initiative, which provides an easy path to
graduation for students who dropped out with 90-plus hours.

why we are making the commitment.”
The Finish Line director, Dr. Dick Irwin, says the U of M identified
about 2,800 students who over the past four years dropped out with
90-plus hours and chose 70 to take part in the pilot.
“Of the 70 in the pilot, we were able to contact most of them, and
35 will finish in the first year, mostly due to effective degree planning
offered in the program,” he says. “And they required only very little
financial support to finish up.”
Rudd says that overall, the new initiatives are already showing success in terms of graduation numbers.
“Our doctoral degree completion numbers have already improved
in profound fashion, and we’ll see significant increases this spring,”
he says. “We’re also seeing similar improvement at the undergraduate
level. Growth from the 2012 academic year to the 2013 academic year
was 5 percent, with expected growth for the current 2014 academic year
estimated at another 2 percent. We’re projecting growth in the 6 percent
range through 2016. My guess is that we’ll actually outpace those projections given performance over the past two years.”
Rudd says to watch for additional retention initiatives, even saying the
U of M’s commitment not to raise tuition next year should be viewed as
such.

Call 901/678-7366 for details
on the Finish Line program
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He says he nearly “tanked” in college, so who better
to serve up the Academic Coaching for Excellence (ACE)
program than Colton Cockrum, U of M assistant director
in the Center for Academic Retention and Enrichment
Services?
“I was drifting,” recalls Cockrum. “I struggled academically and looking back, I wish I had someone who could
have invested time in me and to keep me on track for
graduation. I was a first-generation college student and I
didn’t know what to expect in school. I needed guidance.”
As a key initiative on its journey to improve graduation
rates, the U of M implemented the ACE academic coaching
program after seeing tremendous success in a similar program in the U of M’s Center for Athletic Academic Services.
“The goal of ACE is to provide struggling students with
a connection to the University, to someone they can talk
to and come to with problems that might be academic or
social,” says Shannon Blanton, ACE program administrator. “That connection comes in the form of our academic
coaches who are graduate students who are specializing
in counseling-related fields.”
“That connection is critical in the first month they are
on campus,” adds Cockrum. “This can be a very daunting
environment. If you have one person who is invested in
your academic success, it can be a critical factor in your
future success as a student, especially if you are struggling
like I was.”
Blanton says the academic coaches meet regularly in
one-on-one sessions with their freshman students to
discuss various academic issues.
Counseling graduate student and academic coach Oscar
Carr says his first objective is to get to know the student.
“The first year of college can be scary,” he says. “You have
left home and all of your old friends. Students have talked
about struggles with boyfriends, girlfriends, roommates,
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professors and parents. I think academic
coaching can be much broader than checking homework and reviewing a paper with a
student. I have had one student cry about a
relationship while we were meeting.
“As the semester moves forward, my
objective is to help them set goals and make
specific, measurable and time-sensitive
objectives to measure and achieve those
goals. We go over all of their classes and
look for test dates and paper due dates.”
Fellow academic coach Ann Gravley says,
“Motivation must come from within the student. I see my role as one of encourager. I
celebrate every accomplishment with the
students and work with them to develop
a plan when they have not performed as
well as they would like. By accentuating the
positives, I believe that a student will feel
comfortable and more likely to develop a
positive sense of self-esteem.”
Blanton says that national studies have
shown that academic coaching enhances
the likelihood that a student will stay
enrolled and graduate.
“For the pilot this past fall, we took
people on the lower end of the admissions index,” she says. “For the pilot this
coming fall, we will be expanding it and
will be working with freshmen who are
on academic warning. This will be like a
wakeup call that you haven’t done well in
the classroom.”
U of M Provost David Rudd, who is leading intensive efforts to find ways to increase
graduation numbers, says the pilot has
demonstrated “noticeable improvement in
retention for the students involved.” One
such example: Carr’s three academically
struggling students each finished with a 3.0
GPA last fall.
THE WRITE STUFF
An idea that has been discussed for
decades but repeatedly shelved for one reason or another will come to fruition this fall
in the U of M library: a writing-skills center.
“It will be a resource where students
from every major at all levels can go and
work on improving their writing skills,” says
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Academic coach Ann Gravley (right) provides not only academic advice to the students she mentors,
but also helps them find their way through a myriad of challenges that young people face on and away
from campus.

Arts and Sciences Dean Tom Nenon, who
is leading the project from its current concept stage to implementation this fall.
“Overall, what we are looking at is the
notion of retention all the way to graduation. But the writing center is more than just
a retention effort. It is a student success
initiative. It is about helping with eventual
graduation, but also about developing one of
the skills that employers tell us is one of the
most crucial career skills that you can have.”
“The writing center is geared toward the
development of expression skills for our
students,” adds Rudd. “We have never had
one. We have needed one for some time.
It is something our students have wanted
for quite a while.”
A PATHWAY TO A DEGREE
A still developing and potentially powerful part of the overall strategy to increase
graduation numbers is the Degree Pathway
initiative.
“It has multiple components,” says Rudd.
“One piece of that is when you come in as
a first-year student or transfer student you

must declare a major. If you can’t identify
your major, we are going to ask you to
declare your major within a targeted cluster
that is being emphasized by the Tennessee
Board of Regents.”
Rudd says that will allow the University
to direct those students more efficiently
toward coursework as part of a five-year
degree pathway.
“We’ll identify a five-year degree pathway
of what courses you will have to take, and
we are going to show you in advance when
those courses are available during the fall,
spring and summer of every year for five
years,” he says. “We are going to change
our scheduling to facilitate degree completion and not convenience.”
Rudd says Degree Pathway also includes
intensive advising for students who are performing marginally, among other things.
“We are doing a lot,” says Rudd of the
overall retention strategy. “With the successful results we are seeing with our pilot programs, we are definitely on the right track.”
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“...to ensure support
for the students of the future.”
DR. RUTHBETH FINERMAN,
Professor and Department Chair,
Anthropology, and
DR. ROSS SACKETT,
Instructor, Anthropology

We are
investing in
the U of M
of tomorrow

“...to ensure that future generations of speech-language
pathologists and audiologists continue to receive
top quality clinical training.”
CAROLINE ROYAL-EVANS, Clinical Professor,
Communication Sciences and Disorders

“...because I am confident our students
will be offered the challenge and support of an excellent education that is
crucial to our society.”
DR. SUSANNE DARNELL,
former Interim Dean,
University College

“...because I want interdisciplinary research and education
to always lead higher education in the future.”
DR. ART GRAESSER, Professor, Cognitive Psychology

If you have already included the University of Memphis Foundation
in your estate plan, or would like to learn about ways to do so,
please contact Dan H. Murrell at 901.678.2732 or
dan.murrell@memphis.edu, or visit www.memphis.edu/pginfo.

KISSING RIVER PHOENIX
A Short Story by Kat Moore

B

irdie sat outside the guidance counselor’s office. They must
know, she thought, that she was changing her grades on
her report card. She had a D in Earth Science and in English.
Earth Science was boring and lacked magic, and when the test had
asked how mountains were formed, she answered “God” though
she wasn’t sure if she even believed in him. She liked English but
couldn’t muster the attention span for Shakespeare or Hawthorne.
She preferred to read books by Robert Cormier or J.D. Salinger and
had just finished The Catcher in the Rye. She didn’t understand why
Holden was in the mental hospital at the end, and that scared her.
Maybe she would suddenly be put in a mental institution. Here she
was in eighth grade already being called to the guidance counselor’s
office. If they knew she was changing her grades, then her parents
knew. They must have figured it out and called the school to verify
it. She could cry and blame it on her brother’s illness and say she
didn’t want to be a burden on them and her grades were slipping
because she was sad. Part of it was true. She changed the grades
so she wouldn’t get in trouble.
Martin Woody loved his fiancée, Meredith, but she
could be difficult. She didn’t like change and took
it as a personal insult if he ran late or had to
postpone a date. He was finishing up his
daily log when Gary Macintosh, the
principal and his boss, knocked on
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his door, holding a piece of notebook paper. Martin asked if it could
wait, but Mac said no and that the girl was already being called to
his office. Martin called Meredith to ask if their lunch date could be
pushed back thirty minutes.

“I

guess that student is more important than me.” As her
voice came through the receiver, Martin heard the teeth
behind the comment. Fifteen years ago, he wouldn’t have
put up with this, but now his hair thinned and his belly stuck out a
bit over his belt. The once glamorous bachelorhood had turned into
lonely middle age.
“Mere, this is my job,” he sighed. “I will hurry.”

B

irdie had been in the hallway sliding a card through one of
the slits in Jimmy Lowell’s locker when Mrs. Owens, the
school secretary, said her name. Jimmy had never spoken to
Birdie or even acknowledged her existence. It was his birthday, and
she’d bought him a card in hopes he would finally notice her, really
see her, and discover she was the one. She liked him because he
looked like River Phoenix in The Mosquito Coast.
Birdie heard the squeak of a chair inside the guidance office, and
then the door moved. A man with a blond combover, wearing a baby blue suit with a too big
collar and a plaid tie, stood in the doorway.
“Hello, Bridget, I’m Mr. Woody.”
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“B

irdie,” she corrected him. It was really Bridget but her
mother had insisted since birth that she be called Birdie.
This led to a lifetime of teachers calling “Bridget” on the
first day of school and her having to say Birdie, followed by snickers
and chirps from the other children.
“Yes, I knew that. Sorry,” he said and motioned for her to come
in.
Books and manila folders cluttered his desk, along with a white
coffee mug expressing “I Care” in blue. There was no window, only
concrete walls closing in. He sat at the desk and motioned for her
to take the chair in front of it.
“Do you know why I have called you here?”
“No.” She wasn’t going to admit anything, not until she was sure
what he knew.
“You like to write?” He looked toward the clock on the wall and
not at her.
She didn’t know how he knew this or why he was bringing it up.
In English, the teacher made all the students keep a journal and turn
it in weekly. She had written about a boy, age fifteen, at a nearby
private school who took all of his grandfather’s heart medicine. The
boy’s heart exploded, even though heart meds would have actually
slowed down his heart. She wrote that he was her best friend,
but, in reality, there was no boy. She didn’t really have any friends
except for Courtney whose mother had run off and left her with her
father. Courtney and her dad ordered pizza without the sauce. Most
Fridays, Birdie sat in their living room and ate cheese on bread. But
when her English teacher asked with sniffles, “Is this true?” Birdie
answered, “Yes, he was my best friend.”
“Yes, I like to write.”
“Why do you like to write?”
“I don’t know. I just do.”
“Would you like to discuss this poem?” He unfolded a piece of
notebook paper. Birdie recognized her handwriting. It was a poem
she had written and showed to Alyssa in Algebra class. She thought
it would impress and get her another friend.
“Where did you get that?”
“People care about you. Someone turned this in to the principal’s
office.”
“Yeah, to get me in trouble.”
“No. People care. I care.”
“I know. It says so on your coffee cup.”
Martin didn’t like a smart mouth. His job was to help these kids,
but they liked to crack jokes at his expense. Two Saturdays ago, he
woke up to toilet paper thrown through the
branches of the trees in his yard and
wound all over his car. Before he
40
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could clean up the mess, it rained. His silver
Dodge became paper maché. Back in college,
he’d double majored in sociology and psychology. He
wanted to help make a difference. He knew adults failed kids.
His father had left him and his mom to go have another son with
another woman. Martin wanted to be the exception in the life of
these kids. But the students at Wetherway Jr. High were something
else. “This is serious, young lady. This poem is dark. Do you want
your future to be as bleak as your poem?”

T

he girl stared back at him, and then her eyes drifted to the
wall. Martin heard the tick of the wall clock and wished he
knew the magic words to make her talk. “Let’s look at some
of this.” He read parts of the poem aloud. He paused at a line that
seemed too much for a girl her age. “Father’s barley stench forgets
the daughter, and she dies.”
Birdie was proud of that line. It was poetic. She liked Sylvia Plath
but couldn’t always follow what she meant. She shrugged at Mr.
Woody. Of course it was dark. Her older brother, Shawn, was always
at St. Jude having scans, and his hair had fallen out and the chemo
wasn’t working, and next was radiation. Her parents were never
home—always with Shawn—and her dad had started to smell like
beer.
“What does that mean?”
“I don’t know,” she said, but she now knew he didn’t know about
her grades.
“Are you happy?”
“I don’t know.” She looked at the clock. The bell would ring soon,
and she needed to be near Jimmy’s locker so after he read the
card, their eyes could meet and he’d walk over to her and maybe
take her hand or say hi. “I wrote the poem about a movie I saw.”
“A movie?”
Martin’s stomach gurgled with each tick of the second hand.
This girl wasn’t going to open up about her weird death poem. She
didn’t look like one of those Goth kids in all black, the ones who
snuck behind the dumpster and smoked cigarettes with the cooks
from the cafeteria. She looked older than thirteen, but most girls at
that age did. She looked normal, like all the other ones that blurred
together, the ones who were never sent to his office. Maybe he
should have pulled her file, but that would have meant walking back
over to Mac’s office and requesting it from one of the ladies in the
office. More time he didn’t have if he was to meet Meredith. The
girl was probably fine, just overdramatic. Maybe she got her period,
or some boy hurt her feelings. Kids thought if they felt anything but
happy, the world was ending. Better to find out sooner than later
that life isn’t about happiness. “Birdie, it’s okay to not always be
happy. Do you want to talk about this movie?”
“It was just some dumb movie I watched one night. A father was
drunk and fell asleep smoking
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and burned up
the house with his
daughter still in it.”

H

e folded the
poem up and set
it on the desk.
She looked sad. Distant. He knew she was lying but also realized
that she might have real trouble.
“How are things at home?”
“Fine.”

B

irdie thought about what her life would look like as a movie
and who would play her. Martha Plimpton or Winona Ryder.
Christian Slater could play Shawn, and River Phoenix could
play Jimmy.
Mr. Woody said, “Don’t walk out of the movie. It’s not time to
leave the theatre. Stay in the theatre. Don’t walk out.”
She had no idea what movie he was talking about.
“Well, I bet you feel better,” he said with a triumphant smile.
“Okay,” she said.

It’s like she knew he had somewhere to be, so she decided to
make it as difficult as possible. At least he was trying. If something
happened, it wasn’t his fault. He’d give her one more chance.
“Then, be honest with me, why are you writing these poems?”
Birdie knew Mr. Woody knew she was lying. She thought about
the night before. Her dad was passed out on the couch, and her
mother was in the kitchen between the dog’s food bowl and
counter, knelt down crying. It was one of the rare nights they were
both at home. She couldn’t talk about it, because then he would
call her parents, and they would find out her grades were bad and
that the B was really a D, and so she said, “I like poetry, and my life
is boring, so I write about movies.”
“Can’t you write poems about a flower? Or a sunrise? Or a cat?
Do you have any pets?”
“A cat.”
“You could write about your cat.”
“He’s old. He’s as old as me.” She didn’t have a cat.
“That means you have a wealth of material to choose from.”
She didn’t answer.
He ran his hand over his head, and a
piece of his comb-over fell the other way.
Her eyes darted to the wall—five minutes until
the bell for lunch. Martin looked at the clock.
Fifteen minutes until time to be at The Old Café
for lunch with Meredith. It was a five-minute
drive, depending on traffic, and walking to his car
in the teachers’ lot took time. He didn’t want to
lose Meredith. She was bossy and pushy, but her
touch was gentle, healing, a lover’s touch. The kind
you wait a lifetime for. He looked back at the girl. She
was looking off, not caring. Maybe he should go get her
file, but then he saw his bed empty and nights in front
of the television watching Law and Order eating a dinner
he’d zapped in the microwave. “Birdie,” he said. “You are
in a movie. You don’t like the way it’s going. But it’s not
time for the ending. The movie is just getting started.”
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H

e stood up and motioned to the door. She hopped up and
turned to go. He handed the paper to her and said, “Birdie,
here’s your poem. Creativity is good.”

She left his office and walked out into the corridor that led back
to the classrooms. Maybe Molly Ringwald could play Birdie, but she
was starting to get older. Birdie decided she would play herself and
imagined River Phoenix dancing with her at that horrible sock hop,
two weeks ago, where she stood in the corner until she walked
home alone to an empty house. Her movie would be spectacular
and end with a kiss. It wouldn’t be based on truth. No one wanted
the truth. Like the truth that her brother would die, her dad would
guzzle alcohol, and her mom would leave him, and she would
barely pass eighth grade with D’s, and no one would ever know
that she changed her report card or how scared she was inside.

S

he made her
way through
the hallway, still
dancing in her head, and
stopped near Jimmy’s locker. The
bell sounded, and other kids pushed through each other, elbow
to elbow. Jimmy stopped at his locker and spun the combination
lock until it opened. Her card fell out, and he caught it in his hands.
Mr. Woody sped past and bobbed and weaved around the sea of
kids, his comb-over flapping across his head. Birdie thought of River
Phoenix and his lips sliding across hers, when Jimmy crumpled up
the card and threw it on the floor.

About the Author
Kat Moore is a first-year MFA student with a focus on fiction. She spent a few years in the Pacific
Northwest, but was born and raised in Memphis. Moore has been writing since she was around
11 years old. “It started with poetry and then moved to short stories,” she says. “‘Kissing River
Phoenix’ actually arose from me remembering how strange adults acted about my early poetry
and the unfortunate but natural disconnect between adolescents and adults. Plus, like Birdie, I
really loved the late River Phoenix.”

About the Artist
Kelly Latiolais is a graduating senior majoring in art with a concentration in graphic design. She is
originally from Lafayette, La., but has lived in Memphis most of her life.
“I’ve always been interested in art since before I could remember, but I really got into the
practicality of it my senior year of high school. For some reason making club flyers in Microsoft
Word was inspiring to me,” she says. “In ‘Kissing River Phoenix,’ I really related to the angst of
keeping quiet for the sake of anonymity and wanted to represent that as honestly as I could.
I was really influenced by collage-style work in this piece to evoke a type of tragic innocence
without being overbearing.”

“Kissing River Phoenix” marks the third installment in our creative writing series. Do you enjoy reading
these works of fiction? Let publications editor Greg Russell know at grussll@memphis.edu.
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“In celebrating the 50th anniversary of our Epsilon Kappa
Chapter of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority, we wanted to do more
than just have fun. We wanted to make a legacy contribution to
benefit the U of M’s current and future students.”
Rorie Trammel, co-chair
The Epsilon Kappa Legacy Naming Project
(BBA ’83, MS ’90)
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Funnies business
By Gabrielle Maxey

Ask a funny question and you’ll get
a funny answer – especially from a
cartoonist. Ask Jack Cassady where
he gets most of his inspiration for his
cartoons and he quips, “I discovered
an idea vending machine hidden in
the back of the University Center
while I was a graduate assistant in
the Human Resources Department.”
Ba dump bump.

“SERIOUSLY, FOLKS,” he continues,
“most ideas come from observing everyday life,
eavesdropping, watching TV and much reading.”
An interview with Cassady is a bit like
listening to a breezy comedy routine.
Having a sense of humor is important for
Cassady, a cartoonist, humorous illustrator,
designer and teacher. “But even more helpful is
an appreciation of humor in our culture. In other
words, how humor is woven into our national

Jack Cassady, who drew some of his early inspiration from faculty, staff and fellow students at the
U of M, produces cartoons and humorous illustrations in his studio in the mountains of western
North Carolina.

fabric,” he says.
Cassady produces an Internet/email cartoon

focusing on illustration, design and copyright

karma.”

feature, “Cassady’s Monday Funnies,” to help

law for visual communication. He was inspired

kick-off the work week with a laugh, or at least

by the faculty, staff, administrators and fellow

through the Continuing Education Department.

a smile. “The notion that humor has a healing

grad students while at the U of M. “I especially

Most of Cassady’s students were adults with

or positive property is the basis for ‘Cassady’s

remember the gang in Human Resources,

an interest in cartoon art. “Several of the

Monday Funnies,’” he says. The feature was the

graphic design, illustration, communication and

students became good friends, and are still

foundation for his latest book, Jack Cassady’s

the Art Department,” he recalls. “The multi-

in the Memphis-based Mid-South Cartoonists

The Best of Monday Funnies & More.

talented Professor Jim Watkins, a good friend

Association,” he says. Cassady founded the

and great teacher, made computer art much less

Association, which is now going strong in its 27th

intimidating for one with bad techno-electronic

year.

Cassady earned his MA in independent
studies from the University of Memphis in 1986,
W W W. M E M P H I S . E D U
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him,” Cassady says. “The show received many

‘discovery moments,’ either in the classroom or

kudos, including fan mail and kind comments

online.”

from the late Peanuts creator (Charles) ‘Sparky’
Schulz and Dilbert’s creator, Scott Adams.”

“wilderness” of western North Carolina. He still

Episodes were shot in Nashville and on location

teaches occasional private classes and part-time

in New York City and Connecticut.

at the renowned John C. Campbell Folk School.

He is understandably reluctant to name a

website, www.toonmaker.com. The online

many of the early gag and comic strip cartoonists

courses are 10 to 12 lessons and are suited for

and appreciate those who stick with it today,”

those interested in cartooning as a hobby as well

Cassady says. “If I started listing favorites and

as those who eventually want to sell their work

those who influenced me, it would take several

professionally.

He’s also quick to recognize the contributions

Disney World was built and before the magic

He also offers classes through his personal

favorite cartoon artist. “I admire and respect

pages and I’d probably forget someone.”

Cassady was born in Orlando, Fla., before

Cassady works from his studio in the

His best advice, even to those aspiring
cartoonists who are not so naturally gifted?

professional humor writers make to a cartoonist’s

“If a student is motivated towards cartooning,

work. While he doesn’t use professional gag

it’s up to me to help them find a pathway to

writers much these days, there was a time

their niche. I prefer positive reinforcement over

he relied on pros for about 40 percent of his

physical violence,” he jokes. “But I do surprise

ideas. “They’re the unsung heroes of the funny

many aspiring cartoonists by telling them to read,

business of professional cartooning,” he says.

write and observe often. Drawing is the fun part.”

After graduate school, Cassady returned to

A fun fact: a surprising number of cartoonists

of computer animation, and began cartooning

Florida and opened a small graphic arts studio

are left-handed. “It’s probably a coincidence. The

even before entering first grade. He doesn’t

in North Tampa, focusing on cartooning and

common trait found among most cartoonists

think about a moment of realization that he

humor illustration. What’s the difference between

is a serious head injury as a child,” Cassady

had a talent for drawing. “I just knew that

the two? “The point of view,” he explains. “Many

wisecracks. “I’m not left-handed, but definitely

others enjoyed my drawings and doodles, and I

advertising art and creative directors claim they

left-footed. In fact, I’ve got two of them. ”

enjoyed entertaining them. I still do.”

don’t use cartoons, only humorous illustrations,

He earned his undergraduate degree from
Furman University, where he was a distinguished
graduate from the Army ROTC program. Cassady

but in reality, they’re cartoons with a fancy
name.”
He has conducted workshops on copyright

served as an Army officer for 22 years. It

law for visual communications and lectured at

was during his military service that he started

colleges, universities and art schools across the

freelancing gag cartoons to magazines and other

country. He served as chair of the Department

publications as a hobby.

of Sequential Art at the prestigious Savannah

Cassady created and produced the series

College of Art and Design. He reorganized

Funny Business, the Art in Cartooning for the

the unique department and led it through an

public television station in Nashville. The show,

academic accreditation inspection.

which ran for three years and was shown in 38

For Cassady, teaching and drawing produce

states, introduced viewers to cartoon art and

different kinds of satisfaction. “In cartooning,

took them behind the scenes of what Cassady

since I tend toward entertaining and amusing,

calls the “wacky world” of cartooning, including

satisfaction comes from seeing or hearing

interviews with many top cartoonists.

about others enjoying my drawings. Big checks

“If the cartoon character Beetle Bailey

that don’t bounce also produce satisfaction,”

entered a room, nearly everyone would

he laughs. “In teaching, my satisfaction comes

immediately know him. If his cartoonist/creator

from transferring parts of our culture from one

Mort Walker came in, not many would recognize

generation to the next and monitoring the
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On the Record
We asked five
people on campus
to answer a few
questions:

KYLIE DAVIS
U of M junior
biomedical engineering
major and soccer player

DR. ARAM
GOUDSOUZIAN

LEE “BUTCH”
WOOLBRIGHT

Professor and chair of the
Department of History

U of M rifle coach

DAVID ZETTERGREN

TAYLOR DODD

U of M Vice President for
Business and Finance

U of M senior accounting major
and 2013 Ms. U of M

If I had an extra hour
in the day I would …

be able to sleep a
reasonable amount!

sleep

not be so far behind

love to spend it with my
family

watch an episode of
Phineas and Ferb

The hardest subject in
school for me was …

English

anything in the
sciences

math

art

any subject pertaining
to science

I wish I
understood why …

every kid doesn’t want
to experience college
life

I was so bad
at science

some people don’t
take more interest
in their children

it is so difficult for me
to leave work at work

there is still so much
hate in the world

I am most
inspired by …

a team’s collective effort
towards a common goal

soccer.
I get swept up in the
beauty of the game.

Marine and Army
Wounded Warriors

random acts of kindness

my grandparents

What I wish others
knew about the
U of M …

that it actually has
snow days!

the stories of our
students

how great the
people at the
U of M really are

the University is one
of the hidden gems of
the city

the unlimited opportunities
that are available when
you get involved

I want to be
known for …

being respected,
hard-working, smart,
loyal and kind

helping people see that
the skills of a historian are
important in any career

having over-achieving
teams

integrity and being
genuine

inspiring others

My favorite place on
campus is ...

by the tiger statue in
front of the UC

the fourth floor of
McWherter Library

the library

Campus Bookstore
Starbucks

the fountain

My dream job
would be …

anesthesiology, soccer,
and full-time mom all
at the same time

teaching students and
writing books

rifle coach at the U of M
or forensic archaeologist

exactly what I am
doing now

any job that I excel in,
and that makes me
happy

The phrase I use
most is …

Eh? (I’m Canadian ...)

No, you can’t do that.
Did I mention that we
have two little kids?

It is what it is

Can you make this
happen and let me know
if I can help

If it’s meant to be, it
will happen

In 10 years, I think
the U of M will …

have won an
NCAA title in
women’s soccer!!!

be hotter.
Global warming is real,
people!

be changed for the
better

be even greater than it is
today

continue to be an
amazing institution
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7

8

10

9

1. Jane Marie Lewis (JD ’13), left, and Judge Diane Vescovo (JD ’80) at the Law School’s Judicial Reception.
2. Attending the Enshrinement of 1912 presentation were (from left) J.W. Gibson, Distinguished Friend; Summer Owens (BBA ’01), Outstanding
Young Alumna; U of M Provost David Rudd; Kathy Gibson, Distinguished Friend; and U.S. Rep. Steve Cohen (JD ’73), Distinguished Alumnus.
3. Alumni of Lambuth University gather for Lambuth True Blue Day.
4. The Emerging Leaders Alumni Holiday Reception drew such guests as Anna Miles (BA ’08, MAT ’12) and Greg Allen (BA ’08, JD ’11).
5. The U of M campus was the setting for Young Alumni’s True Blue 5k. Participating were (top, from left) Emma Elliott, Dusty Nelson (BBA ’05), Cal
Overman (BPS ’11) and Amy Cable (BA ’03, BA ’05, MPA ’09). Bottom, from left, are Brandi Murphy (BPS ’09), Rachel Renner Jacques (BBA ’09,
MBA ’11) and Mary Clayton Wilson (BSEd ’08).
6. A scene from the 2013 Homecoming Parade.
7. Pouncer greets two of Pouncer’s Pals at the Spooky Soccer Trick-or-Treat party.
8. Fans enjoy the festivities at a True Blue Tiger Tailgate on Tiger Lane.
9. The Fogelman College of Business & Economics held its Alumni Day with (from left) Rhomes Aur (BBA ’81), David Wedaman (BBA ’80),
John Bomer (BBA ’72), Gary Shorb (MBA ’85) and Dean Rajiv Grover attending.
10. Tiger fans celebrate at a True Blue Tailgate hosted by the Nashville Alumni Club in Murfreesboro.
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Suited for success
By Gabrielle Maxey

“The suit makes the man,” says the
old adage. If it doesn’t totally make
the man, it can at least give him a
boost when he’s looking for a job or
a place in college.
THAT WAS THE AIM when Memphis
attorney Justin Thomas (BBA ’02, JD ’05) teamed
with Will Moore, a certified financial planner
with Atkins Capital Management, and Jay Lawler,
manager of Tom James custom clothing store,
to create the Memphis Suit Project (MSP). The
nonprofit collects suits from Memphis-area
professionals and delivers a custom-tailored outfit
to men who may not be able to afford one and
who need to look their best for job or college

The founders of the Memphis Suit Project are (from left) Jay Oliphant, Justin K. Thomas,
Jay Lawler and Will Moore. Photo by Meghan Heimke.

interviews.
While it is similar to the Dress For Success
program that provides professional attire for
women, the Memphis Suit Project goes even
further: each suit is custom fitted to the recipient,
complete with his name embroidered on the
inside of the jacket.
“Tailoring is important because it helps the
recipient get a suit that feels custom and fits them
properly so they can shine in interviews,” says
Thomas, founder of the Thomas Family Law Firm.
“If you just give a suit to someone, it is not the
same because it may not fit properly. The fit is
important in helping the recipients look and feel
sharp.”
The project was modeled after the successful
St. Louis Suit Project. The initial focus is on high
school and college students who are in need of
business clothing for job interviews, work or any
other legitimate need.
“We decided since there was no program like
it in the Memphis area, it would be great to start
the Memphis Suit Project. Dress for Success and
other programs exist for women, but nothing was
48
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in place for men. We love Memphis and have a
heart for helping those who come from difficult
backgrounds,” Thomas says.

and are collecting more each day.”
In order to be eligible for a donation, the MSP
asks that applicants “pay it forward” and perform

“Our experience has always been that we

a random act of kindness for another individual.

give away our suits to Goodwill because there

The act does not have to cost anything; the only

was nowhere else to take them. There are a lot

requirement is that it is genuine.

of professionals with nice suits that are willing to

While Thomas expects most of the recipients

donate, and the project gives them an avenue

to be young, he plans to spread the generosity

to help someone. With our connections we are

around. He envisions helping men returning from

getting a great number of really quality suits that

the military, those re-entering the workforce after

we can provide to young men in need.”

personal difficulties, and those trying to get into

The organization collects new and gently worn
suits, shirts, shoes, ties and monetary donations. It

college.
“We think that is one of the great aspects of

costs more than $100 to tailor a suit, so financial

the project – it is not limited to just one particular

donations are important, too.

group,” Thomas says. “It‘s important to me that I

The MSP recently distributed its first two suits

give back to the city that’s given so much to me.

at the Boys & Girls Clubs and 10 more to groups

I do that by investing my time with the youth of

from Hope Works and Leadership Empowerment

Memphis. Many of these kids just need to be

Center. “We spent the last few months really

exposed to opportunities; it’s my job to help them

trying to get a stockpile of suits and now we are

be best prepared for those opportunities.”

going to be giving them away regularly,” Thomas
says. “We started grassroots, but have been able

For more information, including how to make
a donation, visit www.memphissuitproject.com.

to collect approximately 100 to 150 quality suits
THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS
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1957

Heights Elementary School in Atlanta. They

David Zettergren (BS, MS ’80), vice president

George Klein (BS) was inducted into the

spent the day repairing, cleaning, painting,

of Business and Finance for the U of M, was

Tennessee Radio Hall of Fame along with Rick

and landscaping the school and making

named CFO of the Year by the Memphis Business

Dees, Dewey Phillips, Rufus Thomas, Pat Sajack

improvements to an outdoor classroom. Barbara

Journal in the Nonprofit Organization (more than

and others.

taught for 30 years in Fulton County, Ky. Ron,

$30 million in revenue) category.

an artist, painted murals and positive quotes on

1963

interior walls at Thomasville Heights.

1976
Pam Koban (MS) was appointed to the

Tom Cates (BBA), a lawyer with Burch, Porter &
Johnson, retired as city attorney for Germantown

Ann Harbor (BA, MS ’89)

Tennessee Higher Education Commission. She

and Collierville. He practiced law for 48 years.

was granted honorary life

has served in faculty and administrative roles in

membership in the College

both the University of Tennessee and Tennessee

1964

and University Professional

Board of Regents systems.

Dr. Hortense Spillers (BS, MA ’66), the

Association for Human

Gertrude Conaway Vanderbilt Professor of English

Resources. Before her retirement

Jim Summers (JD) was included in the

at Vanderbilt University, delivered two lectures at

in January 2013, she served the

20th edition of Best Lawyers in America for

the W.E.B. DuBois Institute at Harvard University

University of Memphis for 32 years, most recently

construction litigation and was selected as a

in September. She previously was a chaired

as director of academic affairs administration.

Mid-South Super Lawyer. Summers was elected
president of the Tennessee Association of

professor at Cornell University. Spillers has written
about psychoanalysis and race, how linguistics

John E. “Johnny” Miller (JD)

Construction Counsel for 2014. He is an attorney

have failed black women, and essays on authors

had two articles published in the

with Allen, Summers, Simpson, Lillie & Grisham.

including Zora Neale Hurston, Margaret Walker,

National Contract Management

Toni Morrison, Ralph Ellison, Gwendolyn Brooks

Association’s Contract

and William Faulkner.

Management magazine:

Lancelot Minor III (JD),

“Start-Up Entity Intellectual

a partner with the law firm

Property Due Diligence

Bourland Heflin Alvarez Minor

1972

1977

Janis Wilson (BA, MA ’76) had a short story,

Checklist” and “Managing Contractual Risk Issues

& Matthews, was selected as a

“The Devil’s Triangle,” published in an anthology

in Commercial Contracts Management.”

2013 Mid-South Super Lawyer

of mystery fiction, Death Knell V. A Philadelphia
attorney, Wilson has appeared as a commentator

by Mid-South Super Lawyers

1974

magazine. He has practiced law

on two episodes of Deadly Affairs, a program on

Arnold B. Goldin (JD) was

the Investigation Discovery Channel hosted by

appointed to the Tennessee

Susan Lucci. An article of Wilson’s appeared on

Court of Appeals Western

Jimmie Tapley (BBA, MS ’82) with Crye-Leike

the front page of the Sisters in Crime Newsletter.

Section. He had been a

made the Real Trends Inc. Top Thousand List. She

She was a speaker at the Magna Cum Murder

chancellor in Shelby County

was ranked the 10th best agent in the country for

annual crime writers’ conference at Ball State

Chancery Court since September

selling 455 properties in 2012.

University; her topic was crime in the Victorian

2002.

for more than 35 years.

1978

era. In addition, Wilson was a delegate to the
Jack the Ripper conference in London, marking

John Noland (JD) has been

Linda Seely (BA, JD ’91) received the

the 125th year since the still unsolved killings in

selected for inclusion in Florida

Association for Women Attorneys’ Marion Griffin-

Whitechapel.

Super Lawyers magazine for the

Frances Loring Award for contributions to the legal

eighth consecutive year. He is

profession. She is director of Pro Bono Projects

1973

chair of the commercial litigation

and Campaign for Equal Justice for Memphis

Ron Christopher (BFA) and his wife, Barbara

practice for Henderson, Franklin,

Area Legal Services. Seely is an executive board

Starnes & Holt and serves as

member and former president of the Memphis

Christopher (BSEd ’71), participated in the
Outreach to Teach community service project

general counsel for some of the firm’s corporate

sponsored by the National Education Association’s

clients.

Student Program. Some 400 current, retired and
future educators gave a facelift to Thomasville
W W W. M E M P H I S . E D U
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1980

vice president of Global Employee Engagement

1986

Ben Allen Jr. (BSME) joined A2H Inc. as senior

and Capability Building.

Raymond J. Ricossa Jr. (BBA, MBA ’89)

mechanical engineer and manager. He has 33

was inducted into the Christian Brothers High

years of experience in mechanical and plumbing

Ron A. Yarbrough (JD) was included in the

School Hall of Fame for outstanding personal

engineering.

2014 edition of The Best Lawyers in America

accomplishments, civic and public contributions,

in the areas of construction law and litigation-

and support and involvement with activities of

Richard Alan Bunch (JD) authored a new

construction. He is an attorney in the Jackson,

interest to the school. Ricossa is a former alumni

book, Woodwinds in the Reeds: Poems, Stories

Miss., office of Brunini, Grantham, Grower &

coordinator at the U of M and now co-owns We

and Selected Works. This volume features stories

Hewes.

Love Kids Learning Center with his wife Patti.

such as “Music City Skyline” and “Since There’s
No Help,” and poems including “Ghost Dance

1982

Jim Strickland (BBA, JD

of the Gods” and “Bus Station at the Border.”

Madan Birla (MS), a retired FedEx executive,

’89) was elected chair of the

Creative nonfiction such as “The Day Elvis Died”

authored Unleashing Creativity and Innovation:

Memphis City Council for the

and the play A Crude Awakening provide insight

Nine Lessons from Nature for Enterprise Growth

year 2014.

and inspiration. In the Random Reminiscences

and Career Success.

section, the author recounts a 1978 canoe trip
with fellow law students Roy Chamlee and Mark

1983

Harris down the Eleven Point River in Missouri. His

Sharon McNary (BSEd, MEd ’86), principal

1987

website is RichardAlanBunch.com.

of Richland Elementary School in Memphis,

Sandra West Butler (BBA) was appointed

was inducted into the 2013 class of National

associate vice president, Educational Technology

Forrest Carr (BA) authored Messages, a “buddy

Distinguished Principals by the National

Services, at Spelman College in Atlanta. Previously

cop” novel that follows three friends as they

Association of Elementary School Principals. She

she worked in academic technologies and faculty

embark on careers in broadcast journalism. Carr is

has been an educator for 30 years, the past 15 as

development at Emory University and the U of M.

a 33-year veteran of local TV news and co-author

assistant principal and principal at Richland.

of Broadcast News Handbook.

Sussan Harshbarger (BA, JD

1984

’90) joined the Memphis office

James S. Dickey Jr. (BA, JD/

Richmond B. Adams (BA) authored Harold

of Wyatt, Tarrant & Combs as

MBA ’83), chief operating

Frederic’s Social Drama and the Crisis of

a member of the Real Estate

officer and senior partner of The

1890s Evangelical Protestant Culture. The book

and Lending Services team. She

Marston Group, is a graduate of

originated from his dissertation in late 19th

concentrates her practice in the

the Nexus Leadership Class of

century literature and discusses the novel The

2013.

Damnation of Theron Ware (1896) by Harold

mergers and acquisitions, and real estate

Frederic.

acquisition, development and disposition.

George Dunklin Jr. (BBA)

areas of financial transactions,

was elected president of Ducks

1985

Scott Hauss (BBA) joined the

Unlimited. A 30-year volunteer

David Pickler (JD), former chair of the Shelby

board of directors of Memphis

with the organization, Dunklin’s

County Board of Education and current National

Goodwill Inc.

plans include ensuring the

School Boards Association president, won the

success of DU’s fundraising

Bammy Award as National School Board Member

event system, building on more

of the Year. The Academy of Education Arts and

than 13 million acres of habitat conservation work,

Sciences selected him from a group of more

and growing the youth and education program.

than 350 nominees from across the nation.

He lives in Humphrey, Ark.

In 2012, Pickler was the first recipient of the
Educator’s Voice Award recognizing his dedication

Janice Roberson Hall (BBA) was promoted

to educational advocacy on a local, state and

to senior vice president of Global Employee

national level. He is president and CEO of Pickler

Engagement and Organization Effectiveness at the

Wealth Advisors.

Dan Overbey (BBA) is president and
managing director for Atlantic Capital Advisors,
a Florida-based wealth advisory firm located
in Ft. Lauderdale. He is president-elect of the
Bank Insurance & Securities Association (BISA),
the largest industry association of its kind, in

Estee Lauder Companies Inc. She had been the
50
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Washington, D.C. BISA is comprised of national,

workforce development at Goodwill Industries of

Michael Thompson (BA) is managing editor for

regional and community banks and credit unions

Arkansas. She also is founder and attorney with

Channing Bete Company, a publishing company

engaged in wealth management.

The Croom Firm.

in Massachusetts. Thompson worked in the

1988

Chuck Hester (BBA) and his wife, Holly,

graduating from the U of M. He met his wife,

Jill Powelson (BBA, MBA ’09) entered the

welcomed the birth of twins Elizabeth Jane and

Donna, while working as an editor at The Daily

doctoral program in public health at the University

Wynston Charles in June. He teaches marketing at

Helmsman; they have been married since 1996.

of North Carolina at Chapel Hill. She earned a

Texas Tech University in Lubbock.

newspaper industry for almost two decades after

1995

master’s in public health from Johns Hopkins
Elise Mitchell (MA), CEO

Lori Bryant is 2014 president of the Tennessee

of Mitchell Communications

Association of Public Purchasing. She works in the

Ken Steorts (BFA, MM ’94) received the

Group and Dentsu Public

Purchasing Division of the city of Collierville. *

Visionary Award from the Downtown Memphis

Relations Network, was named

Commission. He is president and founder of

PR Professional of the Year by

JoyceAnn Gardner (BFA) showed recent

Visible Music College.

PRWeek. She also received a

paintings and photographs at Playhouse on

Diversity Distinction in PR award

the Square last summer in conjunction with its

University.

Ruth Ann Woodall (MEd) received the

from the Council of Public Relations Firms.

American Chemical Society’s Helen M. Free

production of The Color Purple. The works ranged
from Mississippi Gulf Coast photos to paintings

Award for a lifetime of sharing the excitement

Marvin Stockwell (BA) was promoted to

partially funded by a 2012 Mississippi Artists

of chemistry with the public. Woodall is director

director of communications for Church Health

Grant. Gardner is resident artist of Snow Lake

of the Tennessee Scholars program of the

Center.

Shores, Miss.

1993

Brad Jones (MEd) was promoted to assistant

Tennessee Chamber of Commerce, which
works to increase the percentage of high school
graduates who are prepared for post-secondary

Patrick Neal (BSCE), principal

coach of the NBA’s Utah Jazz after serving as

education, the workforce or the military. She lives

at Pickering Firm Inc., was

assistant coach/player development for the 2012-

in Madison, Tenn., with her husband Charles.

named 2013-14 director at

13 season. He also spent two seasons as head

large of the American Council

coach of the San Antonio Spurs-owned Austin

1989

of Engineering Companies of

Toros of the NBA Development League. Jones led

Ethele Hilliard (BBA) joined the board of

Tennessee (ACEC of TN). ACEC

the Toros to the 2012 D-League Championship.

of TN represents more than

Before that he was the original head coach of the

directors of Memphis Goodwill Inc.

100 of the largest engineering companies across

D-League’s Utah Flash for three seasons.

1991

the state. Neal, who joined Pickering in 1995,

Tre Hargett (BBA, MBA ’92) was named

is responsible for transportation-related projects

Dave Snee (BSET) assumed command of

president of the National Association of

including local roads, highways, interstates,

the USS Hopper (DDG 70), a guided missile

Secretaries of State. He has served as Tennessee’s

railways, taxiways and runways from the planning

destroyer stationed in Pearl Harbor, Hawaii. As the

secretary of state since 2008.

phase through construction.

ship’s captain, he has embarked on an eightmonth deployment to the Arabian Gulf where

1992

1994

USS Hopper is working with coalition partners

David Burchfield (BBA, MA ’94), associate

Kirk Caraway (BA, JD ’97), a partner with

to promote peace throughout the region while

professor of Health Administration at the U of M,

Allen, Summers, Simpson, Lillie & Gresham, was

ensuring that vital sea lanes remain open.

was installed as president-elect of the Tennessee

selected as a Superlawyer in the field of labor and

chapter of the Healthcare Financial Management

employment relations by Law & Politics magazine.

Association for 2013-14.

He also was named as one of Tennessee’s

Dr. Darla Keel (BA, MA ’00)

1998

Top Rated Lawyers by American Lawyer Media.

is the new registrar at the

Staci Croom-Raley (BA, MS ’94) won the

Caraway is serving as president of the Memphis

University of Tennessee Health

Silver Stevie Award for Female Executive of the

Bar Association.

Science Center. She previously

Year for Government and Non-Profit Work. The

worked in the U of M’s Office of

award recognizes her work as vice president of

Institutional Research and in the
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CLASS NOTES

Registrar’s Office and Information and Technology

Chinese public schools and giving classes on

Jeff McCalla (MAT) wrote his second book,

Services at Arkansas State University.

American education and culture. For the past 12

TI-84 for Dummies. A math teacher at St. Mary’s

years he has taught English and trained English

Episcopal School, McCalla incorporates technology

Sonja Lueke (BA, MA ’02) was

teachers in Saudi Arabia, Iraq, Panama, South

into his classroom through innovative calculator

promoted to communications

Korea, Brazil and Colombia.

projects.

Diana Lattimore (MS) was designated a

Andrea Olson (BA) received her MA in

Certified Consultant of the Association for Applied

educational media from Appalachian State

Sport Psychology. She is an associate professor in

University in 2008 and her MFA in emergent

manager for New England for
Youth Villages.

the Kinesiology Department at the University of

media from Champlain College in Burlington, Vt.,

1999

San Francisco, where her area of concentration is

last May. She is a search implementation specialist

Samantha Bennett (BA, MA ’01, JD ’12) is

sport and exercise psychology.

for Dealer.com, a digital automotive company

an associate attorney with Thompson, Hendrix,

based in Burlington.

Harvey, Johnson & Mitchell. She focuses

Jeff Robinson (BBA) is data center manager for

her practice mainly in the areas of medical

Yusen Logistics.

malpractice defense and insurance defense.
Bennett spent several years as a medical

Bryan Williams (BA) is head of Christ Methodist

malpractice paralegal and as an adjunct professor

Day School. He had been elementary principal

in the U of M’s Department of Political Science.

of Briarcrest Christian School’s East Memphis
campus.

Edward K. Box (JD) opened a solo law practice
in Paducah, Ky., after 14 years of practice as

2001

a partner with two of Paducah’s highly rated

Charles L. Holliday (MA, JD ’06) was named

law firms. He practices in the areas of criminal

to the 2013 Tennessee Rising Stars list by Super

defense, employment law and maritime law.

Lawyers. No more than 2.5 percent of lawyers in
the state are selected for this honor each year. He

Pamela Williams Kelly (JD) received the

is an associate with the law offices of Jeffrey A.

Celebrate Pro Bono Award from the Memphis Bar

Garrety in Jackson, Tenn.

Association Access to Justice Committee and the
Memphis Area Legal Services Pro Bono Project.

2003

Kelly received the award for accepting the largest

Brandi Lawyer (BBA), a certified public

combined number of legal clinic and extended

accountant, was promoted to manager of the

service cases to represent clients who could not

Assurance Services Group at RubinBrown in St.

afford legal services.

Louis.

James Rose (JD) practices

Monica Washington (MA), a high school

entertainment and family law

language arts teacher in Texarkana, Texas, was

on Nashville’s Music Row and

named 2014 Texas Teacher of the Year. She

serves on the board of directors

continues to teach but also travels, works and

of the Nashville Urban Residents

represents the 330,000 teachers in the state.

Association.

Washington is in the running for the National
Teacher of the Year award.

2000

Jason Pendergrass (BSET) is an electrical
engineer at Kruger Tissue, which recently
completed a $300 million expansion. He also
published a self-help guide for starting a business,
Business Lessons of a Rookie Entrepreneur.
John D. Smith (BA, JD ’10) joined the law
firm of Griffin, Clift, Everton & Maschmeyer.
He practices in the areas of residential and
commercial real estate, closings, probate and
estate planning, and trusts.

2006
Michelle Simkin (BFA) was promoted to senior
art director at Sullivan Branding.

2007
Darrell Cobbins (MBA), president and CEO
of Universal Commercial Real Estate, joined the
board of directors of the Family Safety Center of
Memphis and Shelby County.
Kela Jones (BSEd) is director of development
for the Peer Power Foundation. The nonprofit
organization recruits high-performing high school
and college students to tutor younger public
school students who need extra academic help.
Stacy Jowers (JD) of QSource Networks was
appointed to the board of examiners for the
Tennessee Center for Performance Excellence.

Christopher Hastings (BA, MA ’04, PhD ’12)

2005

is a Senior English Language Fellow for the U.S.

Alyssa Chase (MHA) of QSource Networks

Department of State at South China Normal

was appointed to the board of examiners for the

2008

University in Guangzhou, China. As part of the

Tennessee Center for Performance Excellence.

Nick Trentman (BSEd) is a client account
executive for business and government sales at C
Spire Business Solutions.

fellowship, he is training English teachers at 58
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2010

2009
Jennifer Ann Curry (BA)

Derek Carson (JD ’10) joined

Dr. Marie Chisholm-Burns (MBA) received the

graduated from Mississippi

the Cantey Hanger law firm as

American Society of Health-System Pharmacists

College School of Law. Curry

an associate. He is a former law

Research and Education Foundation’s 2013

worked for the Rollins Law Firm

clerk for U.S. District Judge Terry

Literature Award for Sustained Contributions.

in Ridgeland, Miss., during her

R. Means.

The award recognizes important contributions by
pharmacists to biomedical literature. Chisholm-

three years of law school and

Burns is dean of the College of Pharmacy at the

now is an associate attorney

2012

there.

University of Tennessee Health Science Center.

Adrienne Mask (BFA) is an art director at
Janet Dale (BA) is an assistant visiting professor

Signature Advertising.

Johna J. Likins (BA) married Matthew Smith on
top of the lighthouse in Biloxi, Miss., on Sept. 27.

in the Department of Writing and Linguistics at
Georgia Southern University. She earned her MFA

Britten Rush (BSEE) joined A2H as an electrical

from Georgia College and State University in May.

designer.

Mark T. Jobe (BBA) joined the Glankler Brown

Lindsey True (BA) is operations coordinator for

the PhD Project, an award-winning program with a

law firm as an associate.

Leadership Memphis.

vision to create a more diverse corporate America

Cathy Reece (BFA) is an art director at Signature

2013

professors. Reid is one of only 99 male African-

Advertising.

Sarah Brock (MFA) joined MBI (Memphis

American accounting business school professors

Business Interiors) as a designer.

in the U.S.

Joseph Reid (PhD) joined the faculty of North
Carolina A&T State University. He participated in

by increasing the number of minority business

Laura Kunces (MS ’09)
Growing up as a competitive swimmer, Laura Kunces (MS) has always been interested in sports
nutrition. She was a freestyle sprinter on the University of Connecticut’s Division I women’s swim team
for four years. “I still swim, but now I train and compete in triathlons and marathons in my little spare
time,” Kunces says. And little there is. Kunces is a doctoral candidate in the top-ranked Department of
Kinesiology program at UConn. She serves as adviser to dietetic interns and consultant to lab groups
and research studies. Kunces also is a lecturer; a guest reviewer on nutrition-related topics for the
Journal of Strength & Conditioning; and provides nutrition counseling to athletes.
Is it any wonder, then, that Kunces received the EAS Academy Graduate Scholarship Award from the
Collegiate & Professional Sports Dietitians Association? The award recognizes special achievement
and contributions to advanced practice sports nutrition.
Kunces is involved in a variety of nutrition-related projects while pursuing her PhD. She has designed, managed and participated in exercisenutrition studies in clinical, sport and basic science settings. She’s studied everyone from veterans, patients with diabetes and cardiovascular
disease and Division I college athletes to elite Ironman World Championship and ultra-endurance athletes. Her research includes studying
gastrointestinal distress after triathlons, triathlete heart rate studies and the metabolic effects of diet on athletes running a 100-mile race
through mountainous terrain. “Endurance athletes, especially some of the ultra-endurance athletes we are working with now, are very unique in
the way they train, eat and compete,” Kunces says.
Although she loves teaching, Kunces says she’s not sure what her first “real” job will be. “My dream job would be to someday work as a
dietitian or exercise physiologist with Olympians or professional athletes.”
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DEVELOPMENT NEWS

Delta Sigma Theta
honors charter
members with gift
to Multicultural
Affairs
By Gabrielle Maxey

WHEN DR. ROSIE PHILLIPS BINGHAM,
U of M vice president for Student Affairs,
received the Black Student Association’s Lifetime
Achievement Award in 2012, she challenged

Epsilon Kappa charter members (from left) Billie Gale Baker Gholson, Barbara Doss
and Claudine Stansbury attend the naming ceremony.

African-American alumni to support the University
by making donations. The Epsilon Kappa Chapter
of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority has answered her

Sorority, we wanted to do more than just have

call to action.

Other notable speakers the chapter has

fun and enjoy reunions with our sorority sisters.

sponsored include Carol Moseley Braun, Shirley

We wanted to pay tribute to our seven charter

anniversary. In honor of this milestone, the

Chisholm, Ruby Dee, Nikki Giovanni and Wilma

members, who had the vision, courage and

members pledged $50,000 to name room

Rudolph.

perseverance to establish the chapter,” says

201 in the University Center the Epsilon Kappa

Rorie Trammel (BBA ’83, MS ’90), co-chair of

Lounge. The gift will be directed to the Office of

organization has contributed in this significant

the Epsilon Kappa Legacy Naming Project. “We

Multicultural Affairs for student programming.

way to the U of M,” says Janie Mennis (BBA

wanted to make a legacy contribution to benefit

’77), the other Legacy Naming Project co-chair.

the University’s current and future students by

American Greek-letter organization at the

“But the spirit of philanthropy and giving is part

supporting student enrichment programs of the

University of Memphis. The chapter was chartered

of the fabric of Delta Sigma Theta Sorority. We

Multicultural Affairs Office. We hope that other

in December 1963 by seven young women:

have a 100-year history of giving back to the

Greek-letter organizations will follow our lead and

Barbara Mull Doss (BS ’64, MST ’70, MS ’75),

community. Delta has made tremendous strides

launch similar legacy projects.”

on this campus. Fifty years ago, African-Americans

The chapter recently celebrated its 50th

The Deltas were the first chartered African-

Shirley Hill (BS ’66, MEd ’70), Velma Wallace

Among the chapter’s honors and

“This is the first time any Greek-letter

could not even enter these hallowed halls of the

Jones, Billie Gale Baker Gholson, Sue Parham (BS

achievements are: In 1971 Mabeline Forbes

’65), Jackie Briggs Sales and Claudine Stansbury

became the University’s first African-American

(BS ’66, MST ’79).

Homecoming queen; Delta Sigma Theta was the

us to recognize the contributions of the Epsilon

first African-American sorority to participate in the

members have made significant contributions to

Kappa Chapter and the strength of our charter

Delta Zeta Follies and All-Sing; Cozette Rogers

student life at the U of M. They have garnered

members. Because of their courage and sacrifice,

Garrett (BA ’70) was the first African-American

recognition in academic excellence, student

some 500-plus talented young women now

student elected to the Student Government

leadership, civic engagement and community

have pledged through Epsilon Kappa Chapter

Association; and in 1982, the chapter secured

service.

as members of Delta Sigma Theta and have

funding from the Student Activities Council to

gone on to make significant contributions in their

host a speaking engagement by Yolanda King,

respective fields all over the country.”

Throughout the half century, Epsilon Kappa

“In celebrating the 50th anniversary of our
Epsilon Kappa Chapter of Delta Sigma Theta
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University or the University Center.
“This legacy gift was extremely important to

daughter of Dr. Martin Luther King Jr.
THE UNIVERSITY OF MEMPHIS

Alumni Association
National Executive Board of Directors: Anita Vaughn (BA ’77, MPA ’83), President; Allie Prescott (BA ’69, JD ’72), Past President; Kim Barnett (BA
’95, MBA ’99), Vice President for Membership; Wei Chen (IMBA ’98), Vice President for Communication; Renee DeGutis (BS ’83), Vice President for
Programs and Events; Hon. Robert L. “Butch” Childers (BBA ’71, JD ’74); Roberto Young (BSEE ’02, BSCE ’03); Karimeh McDaniel (BA ’02); David
Kustoff (BBA ’89, JD ’92); Ron Hart (BBA ’81, MBA ’83); Eric Robertson (BA ’03); Dana Gabrion (BA ’98); Jim Strickland (BBA ’86, JD ’89); Andrew
Bailey (BBA ’00, EMBA ’05); Greg Siskin (BBA ’85, MBA ’00); Marla Johnson Norris (BA ’81); Jamie Russell (BBA ’02)
Advisers to the Executive Director: Deanie Parker (BPS ’77, MPA ’88); Mark Long (BSEE ’85); John Lawrence (BA ’94, MS ’98); Cathy Ross (MBA
’82); John Bobango (JD ’83); John Koski (BA ’88); Dr. Robert Wright (BS ’77); Paul Jewell (BA ’78); Hon. Diane Vescovo (JD ’80)
Club and Chapter Presidents: Communication Sciences and Disorders: Denice Perkins (MA ’84); Band: Jeremy Stinson (BA ’02, MAT ‘06); Business &
Economics: Shannon McDowell (BBA ’01, MS ‘02); Education, Health and Human Sciences: Randy McPherson (BS ’81, MS ’84, EdD ‘94); Engineering:
Eddie White (BSEE ’08, BSCE, ’09, MA ‘12); Frosh Camp Alumni Club: Justin Hipner (BBA ’97, MBA ’00); Half Century Club: J.B. “Pappy” Latimer (BS
’52); Hispanic Alumni Council: Nestor Rodriguez (BA ’02); International MBA: Daniel Bradford (BBA ’07, IMBA ‘09); Journalism: Chris Sheffield (BA ’90);
Kemmons Wilson School: Anthony Petrina (BBA ’10); Lambuth: Madeline McDonald (BS ‘79), John Yarbrough (BS ‘72); Law: Hunter Humphreys (JD
‘77); Luther C. McClellan: Renee Wills (BBA ’07, MS ’08); Master of Public Administration: Arnetta Macklin (MPA ‘94); Professional MBA: Robert Peters
(BBA ’97, MBA ’01); Nursing: Collin Johnson (MSN ’10); Student Ambassador Board: Sheridan Sinclair; University of Memphis Association of Retirees:
Sheryl Maxwell; University College: Sherri Stephens (BPS ’07); Young Alumni: Rachel Jacques (BBA ’09, MBA ’11)
Out of Town Groups: Atlanta: Don Sparkman (BSEE ’87); New England/Boston: Bob Canfield (BBA ’59); Chicago: Lauren Isaacman (BA ’02, MA
’06), Brittany Miller (BA ‘10); Denver: Laura Laufenberg (BBA ’11), Jeremy Taylor (BBA ‘01); Houston: Andrew Glisson (BBA ‘07); Indianapolis: Larry
Messing (BA ‘99); Little Rock: Courtney Powell (BS ’10); Minneapolis: Dr. Steven McCullar (BBA ’97); Nashville: Mike Dodd (JD ’01); New Orleans:
Courtney Goodell (BA ‘05); New York City: Maegan Ratliff (BSEd ‘08); St. Louis: Ashlee Roberts (BA ‘08); Washington D.C.: Michelle Whyte (BA ‘01)
Alumni Staff: Associate Vice President, Alumni and Constituent Relations & Executive Director, Alumni Association: Tammy Hedges; Director: Joe
Biggers; Assistant Directors: Holly Snyder (BA ’09, MA ‘13), Terez Wilson (BSEd ’08); Alumni Coordinators: Emma Boyd Elliott, Brandon Hoyer, Shannon
Miller (BA ’98), Kaylee Heathcott Pierce, Jacki Rodriguez (BA ’03)
Alumni Administrative Staff: Monique Udell (BPS ’13), Ben Zawacki
Graduate Assistants: Leah Jones (BSEd ‘13), Holly Stanford (BBA ‘12)

Greetings from
Sunny Colombia!
Darleen Todd (BA ‘96) (far right) and friends Rose Van Grinsven and Lynsey
Tveit took 120 fifth-graders to the small Colombian village of Villa de Leyva
earlier this year as part of a “Classroom Without Walls” trip. “It is a colonial town
that dates back to 1572 and is known for its Spanish-influenced architecture
and its cobblestone streets,” says Todd, who teaches at an international school
in Bogota. “We did an Amazing Race-type escapade through the town center, a
five-mile hike up to a lagoon and visited a paleontology museum aptly named
El Fosil.”
(Been somewhere interesting? Send your travel photo along with details
of your trip to editor Greg Russell at grussll@memphis.edu.)
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IN MEMORIAM

The University of Memphis Alumni Association
expresses its sympathy to the families and friends of
the following individuals:

ALUMNI
(Listed alphabetically by decades)
1920s-30s
Mary Elizabeth Taylor Albright ’36, July ’13
Joyce Brown Atkins ’39, June ’13
Ione Goff Cristil ’38, June ’13
George Shannon Lovejoy ’38, Oct. ’13
Claude Highams McBride ’39, Oct. ’13
James A. Mewborn ’38, July ’13
1940s-50s
John Anderson ’50, June ’13
Forbes M. Baton Jr. ’59, Aug. ’13
William Erby Beall ’49, Nov. ’13
Francis J. Blaskovich ’55, ’56, Nov. ’13
Ernest Grady Bogue ’57, ’65, ’68, Oct. ’13
Arthur Clayton Brown ’58, Sept. ’13
Lois W. Bushart ’50, Dec. ’13
Ellen Eagle Caldwell* ’46, Oct, ’13
Henry Nicholas Camferdam ’49, Sept. ’13
Gladys Louise Cockroft ’50 Nov. ’13
Samuel Lawson Crane ’59, Nov. ’13
Edward Booker Crenshaw ’59, May ’13
Henry W. Cross ’51, Feb. ’13
James Walter Dacus Jr. ’59, June ’13
Ernie Murphy Downing ’56, ’68, Oct. ’13
Thomas McNeal Doyle Jr. ’56, Oct. ’13
William Burton Duncan Jr. ’48, June ’13
George Douglas Edwards ’52, Nov. ’13
Daniel O’Neil Forrester ’52, Nov. ’13
Ruth Genell Frey* ’51, Nov. ’13
Leroy Lemayne Hidinger Jr. ’50, Oct. ’13
Joseph Harice Hiett* ’57, July ’13
Sigmund F. Hiller ’44, Sept. ’13
Kathryn Stanfill Jobe* ’49, July ’13
Colleen Jolley Johnson* ’45, June ’13
Barbara Ann Lyons Karickhoff ’58, ’78, ’82, Dec ’13
Cora Elizabeth Lamond ’59, Nov. ’13
John F. Langford ’47, Aug. ’13
Katherine Tarry McCormick ’43, Sept. ’13
Pete Marshall Meadows ’58, ’60, July ’13
Elbert Moore ’51, Nov. ’13
Jerry E. Morris ’57, June ’13
Martha Murphy* ’56, Nov. ’13
Laquita Anne Withrow Pimm ’46, June ’13
Joseph H. Purser ’49, Feb. ’13
Harold Wood Scott ’57, Sept. ’13
Doris Ruth Seymour Sutton* ’59, June ’13
Pauline Cohen Underberg ’56, Feb. ’13
Cecil Caesar Vell ’54, Feb. ’13
Joyce Milstead Walpole ’50, June ’12
Barbara Brown Whipple ’58, July ’13
Charles Edward White ’59, Oct. ’13
Jeanne Lynch White ’53, Aug. ’13
Harold Ray Yarbro ’46, Nov. ’13
1960s-70s
Vivian O. Adams ’62, ’64, July ’13
Michael Boyer Bleecker ’78, Nov. ’13
Nancy Chisholm Biggs ’61, ’62, ’69, July ’13
David E. Brown ’62, ’66, Nov. ’13
Dorothy Jean Camp ’60, Sept. ’13
John Alex Canepari ’72, Nov. ’13
Guy Causey ’77, ’80, ’85, Oct. ’13
Clarence Colbet Jr. ’67, Nov. ’13
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* Lambuth University graduate

Thomas E. Crawford ’67, Oct. ’13
Erma Cunningham ’78, April ’13
Lundy Webb Daniel ’68, June ’13
Ben C. Despain ’70, Feb. ’13
Anita Tatum Dorsey ’72, ’80, Aug. ’13
Richard Dortch ’76, May ’13
Gayden Drew IV ’79, June ’13
Edward Ray Duffy ’70, Sept. ’13
Samuel G. Eubanks ’63, Dec. ’13
Elizabeth Ann Casey Faulk ’74, ’81, June ’13
Ruth Cary Flick ’61, Sept. ’13
Joseph David Goss ’72, Aug. ’13
Nancy Jo Graves ’70, Aug. ’13
Michael David Greene ’75, June ’13
Norma Jean Ford Griffin ’68, Oct. ’13
Susan Mack Magargel Grimes ’70, Sept. ’13
Raymond James Grinnell Jr. ’71, June ’13
Kenneth Reuben Hallmark ’77, July ’13
Sarah Fisher Haney ’69, Oct. ’13
Robert Michael Hanna ’74, Oct. ’13
Edward Anthony Harris Jr. ’61, ’66, July ’13
Dorothy Pearson Harvey ’75, July ’13
Kenneth Warren Hay Jr. ’67, ’74, Oct. ’13
Joe D. Hinson ’73, ’74, Oct. ’13
Theopolis Holeman ’71, Sept. ’13
Linda S. Holstun ’72, Aug. ’13
Ray Jamieson ’74, Aug. ’13
Ralph Johnson ’65, Sept. ’13
Virginia M. Jolley ’61, Nov. ’13
Byron K. Jones ’78, ’80, June ’13
Constance Marie Jones ’74, Oct. ’13
Harvey Leon Jones ’64, June ’13
Joseph Mitchell Jordan ’70, July ’13
Ernest Ralph Lairmore Jr. ’75, June ’13
Rosemary Legeay ’61, Oct. ’13
Harold Roy Liebenrood Jr. ’74, June ’13
Elizabeth Tarr Lintz ’69, June ’13
Molly Perine Long ’71, June ’13
Lila Mettler Longo ’68, May ’13
Franklin E. Lucas ’76, Oct. ’13
George Barret Mahoney ’70, Oct. ’13
Janice Kimsey Marks ’71, ’78, Sept. ’13
David Leo Masterson ’71, ’00, Nov. ’13
Margaret Anne Mayo ’70, Nov. ’13
Thomas Michael McDowell ’73, ’75, Aug. ’13
Marylyn F. McGinness ’63, ’75, Sept. ’13
Jerry Murdock ’71, July ’13
William David Newsom ’68, ’89, July ’13
Stephen Ray Parker ’76, July ’13
Henry Clay Pitts Jr. ’63, Aug. ’13
Joe. L. Raburn ’74, July ’13
Mary Katherine Ford Rowland ’60, ’72, Aug. ’13
Patsy Austin Russell* ’60, July ’13
Laverne Mary Roesch Simms ’71, Dec ’13
Reginald Felton Smith ’66, Dec. ’13
Ruth Joy Hopper Smith* ’67, July ’13
Billy Gene Starnes ’61, Aug. ’13
John Stubblefield ’77, Aug. ’13
Carol Ann Jones Sullivan ’76, May ’13
Raymond Floyd Teague ’67, Sept. ’13
Elizabeth Upchurch ’72, Aug. ’13
Sandra Van Horn ’71, Nov. ’13
John Thomas Vincent Jr. ’64, ’69, Aug. ’13
Richard Lawrence Weir ’69, Sept. ’13
David Wiggin ’65, ’66, Nov. ’13
William B. Wilkins ’61, May ’13
Charles Chunn Wilkinson ’79, June ’13
Edward Foster Williams III ’74, Sept. ’13
Patrice Foster Williams ’70, Aug. ’13
Sherman Wilson ’65, ’67, Nov. ’13
William Yarbrough ’67, Oct. ’13

1980s-90s
Nell Margaret Autry ’88, Oct. ’13
Tina Birchett ’82, Aug. ’13
Kenneth Paul Bucci ’99, Aug. ’13
Mark Daniel Buckman ’84, Oct. ’13
Elizabeth Tansil Collins ’88, May ’13
Ann Dorsett Ecoff ’91, ’93, ’01, May ’13
Kathleen Keener Elsner ’97, Dec. ’13
Elizabeth Clewell Epp ’83, Jan. ’13
Patricia Anne Fordyce ’92, June ’13
Patricia French Grier ’93, Nov. ’13
Mark Darden Hawkins ’93, May ’13
Evelyn Henry ’89, June ’13
Susan N. Hockman ’92, Nov. ’13
Robert Wayne Jackson Jr. ’91, Aug. ’13
Thomas Fredrick Jacob ’88, Dec. ’13
John Jones ’91, Nov. ’13
Ronald John Kaplon ’80, June ’13
Dean Charles Krieg ’87, Aug. ’13
Chris Landis ’99, Dec. ’13
Tracey Ferrara Learned ’98, July ’13
Paul Duncan Leitch ’86, Aug. ’13
Laddie B. Logan ’88, Dec. ’13
Lelia S. Maclin ’83, March ’13
Dorothy Lee Cain May ’82, June ’13
Peggy Mahoney McGowan ’87, Sept. ’13
Edward Calvin Miller Jr. ’80, June ’13
Dorothy Johnson Perry ’81, July ’13
Pamela Oliver Phillips ’93, June ’13
Carroll Langley Pridgen ’88, May ’13
Jerry Walter Rainer ’91, Oct. ’13
Steven James Remington ’93, Oct. ’13
Yvonne Lesh Ressel ’91, Oct. ’13
Glenda Bright Rust ’93, Aug. ’13
Adam Richard Sater ’90, June ’13
Kevin Lance Sherwood ’93, July ’13
Karen A. Silien ’98, Sept. ’13
Angela Jo Turner ’93, Dec. ’13
Richard Scott Wade ’99, Oct. ’13
Linda Kay Lunn West ’82, Oct. ’13
Jason Keith Williams ’97, ’00, Sept. ’13
2000s
James Edward Bell ’08, Aug. ’13
Daniel Burke Evans ’07, May ’13
Anne Marie Guthrie ’01, Oct. ’13
Amy Katherine Lange ’02, Nov. ’13
Mark Thomas Lewis ’08, Nov. ’13
Kimberly Marie Morrison ’00, Nov. ’13
Thomas James Ruess ’00, July ’13
David Santucci ’09, ’13, Aug. ’13
Shauntel L. Phillips Skinner ’11, Sept. ’13
Carmack Wilson Viar III ’06, June ’13
Erin Cranford Williams ’04, July ’13
Faculty/Staff
Eddie Cantler ’74, ’77, Feb. ’14
Marilyn Lee Zlotky Carlton ’66, ’79, Aug. ’13
Joseph Farris Crabtree II, July ’13
Lawrence Fielding Edwards, Sept. ’13
Tommy Ferguson, Aug. ’13
Harris W. Gay Jr., July ’13
Lisa Huffstetler, Feb. ’14
Margaret Baer Roach, June ’13
Leonard Dexter Rosser ’65, June ’13
Friends
Isaac Logan Howard, Sept. ’13
Elmo H. Howell, Oct. ’13
William Kenneth Killebrew, Sept. ’13
Anita Holt Saed, Nov. ’13
Ethel F. Schiro, Sept ’13
William Clarence Wilson, Dec. ’13
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TOM WATSON
BBA ’70

University of Memphis Alumni Association Life Member
• President, Armstrong Relocation Inc.
• 2013 Chairman of the University of Memphis Board of Visitors
• Member of the Empowering the Dream Centennial 100
• A University of Memphis Athletic Ambassador
• Served on several high-profile executive and search
committees for the University
• A U of M donor and University community philanthropist
• Founding member of the University of Memphis
Board of Visitors
Awards include:
• 2012 Alumni Centennial Processional Delegate
• 2011 M Club Hall of Fame – Golden Tiger recipient
• 2008 Society of Entrepreneurs inductee
• 2005 Distinguished Alumnus Award recipient
• 2004 U of M Society of the Shield inductee

BECOME A N A LUMNI
A SSOCI ATION
MEMBER TODAY.
Stay connected and network with
other graduates and friends of our
beloved University.
A single membership is only $35 per year.
Visit memphis.edu/alumni or call
901.678.ALUM.
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